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DESTROYING our schools 
■ Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner has 
been a top advisor to Chicago Mayor 
Rahm Emanuel on school closings and 
other harmful education policies. 
Juan Rangel, the disgraced former CEO 
of charter-school giant UNO, has also 
been a close advisor to Rahm. Rangel 
stepped down as UNO’s CEO after a 
series of corporate scandals and 
federal investigations into UNO’s misuse 
of public funds.

■ Both Rahm and Rauner back budget 
cuts for public schools and sending 
school money to private 
organizations beyond the democratic 
control of our communities.

Harming our communities
■ As Mayor, Rahm has laid off 7,000 
teachers and severely cut retirement 
income for thousands of seniors who live 
and spend money in our communities. 
His friend Rauner wants to cut even 
more from the limited income of the 
elderly.

■ Both Rahm and Rauner oppose a 
minimum wage hike of $15 an hour for 
working families in Chicago despite the 
need in our communities. An early 2014 
poll found that nearly two-thirds of Illinois 
voters support a minimum wage of $10 
an hour.

serving the rich and powerful
■ Bruce Rauner owns nine homes 
worth a combined tens of millions of 
dollars. Rauner spent more than 
$100,000 to join an exclusive wine club. 
Asked whether he’s a member of the 1 
percent, he responded, “Oh, I’m 
probably .01 percent."

■ After leaving his White House job, 
Rahm made $18 million working for two 
years in private equity—essential to his 
success was Rauner’s support. How did 
he make so much so quickly? According 
to Ron Suskind, a Pulitzer Prize–winning 
former reporter for the Wall Street 
Journal: "Paying someone who will be a 
future government of�cial a lot of money 
for doing very little? On Wall Street, we 
call that an investment."

DESTROYING our schools Harming our communities

STOP THE 

rahm-
RAuner 
aTtAcks

A Rahm-Rauner agenda threatens ALL OF US.

Contribute to 
the CTU PAC.

We must build our capacity to fight misguided 
politicians, well-financed corporate school 

reformers, and people who want to turn back the 
clock on workers’ rights. Visit CTUnet.com/PAC, 

and make a monthly donation of $5, $10, or $20.
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THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

to downtown developers, corporate loop-
holes and a fl at tax, and ending predatory 
bank deals and creating a TIF surplus 
and millionaire’s tax for education.

Bruce Rauner, Rahm Emanuel and 
Jesse Ruiz are not ignorant of these facts, 
but they want the rest of us to be. We 
need to build a movement that will hurt 
their ability to control the city and our 
schools. Our contract fi ght builds that 
movement. � is issue of Chicago Union 
Teacher is full of examples on how to 
build a movement, from the work done 
by CTU committees and the success of 
our CTU sister and 10th Ward Alder-
man Susan Sadlowski Garza, to victori-
ous legal battles, contract enforcement 
and teaching your students the impor-
tance of collective bargaining. “Building 
union democracy in the school requires 
creating and nurturing a school culture 
that assumes that when problems occur, 
members have the right and capacity to 
organize a response,” writes our friend 
Lois Weiner in her article, “Why Fine 
teachers Are Often the Best Union Lead-
ers.” Use this magazine and your summer 
to relax, refl ect, refresh and plan for 
2015-2016.

Remember when you talk to your 
family and friends, to remind them that 
the problems we have are solvable by 
asking those who can pay to pay their fair 
share of taxes. � is is an issue of revenue. 
Keep saying those words: “Revenue, rev-
enue, revenue.” Our governor will run a 
series of ads this summer attacking 

� e end of the school year is always a 
time of refl ection, but this year we need 
to look forward. We need to consider 
whether our schools will open in Sep-
tember because of Chicago’s fi nancial and 
political chicanery of the last two decades. 
What has made this all the more frus-
trating is that Chicago Public Schools 
has known this day was coming since 
1995, when the 1 percent set up the dom-
inoes through a fully appointed school 
board, a raid on the pension levy and 
limitations on collective bargaining.

Because pensions were sound, the 
state of Illinois funneled the pension levy 
through CPS general funds and allowed 
CPS to not pay in if the fund was sound 
simply through smart investment. Later, 
when the fund needed an infusion due 
to market crisis, CPS got the law changed 
for a “holiday.” Today, they claim pensions 
are causing their fi nancial problems, but 
the problem is they raided the pensions 
with a promise to pay the money back.

� e state and the city have cut revenue 
streams and diverted students and 
resources to profi t-seekers such as hedge 
fund-sponsored charter schools, toxic 
swaps and SUPES/Aramark/Sodexo 
scandals. Pensions aren’t the problem—
the problem is giving our schools’ money 
to wealthy privatizers who are now richer 
than ever. � ey broke our system on pur-
pose, but they also have the funds to fi x 
it. � is is an issue of revenue, and solu-
tions can be found by putting an end to 
tax increment fi nancing (TIF) giveaways 

Springfi eld legislators and trying to con-
vince the world that he isn’t a sociopath. 
Don’t be fooled. Continue the conversa-
tions with your students’ parents. Make 
those connections stronger over the sum-
mer and be ready to start the fall with 
your new school families. � ose of you 
who are lucky enough to have some of 
the same students will have an 
advantage.

Take the time to build solidarity in 
your building. Talk to some of the people 
you haven’t spent much time with and 
get everyone’s phone numbers. You never 
know when you might need them.

All the best and have a beautiful sum-
mer—and don’t make any large 
purchases!

In solidarity,In solidarity,

Karen GJ Lewis, NBCT

Sisters and Brothers,
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Full-Day 
Kindergarten 
#Fail

In his re-election advertisements, Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel took credit for bringing full day kinder-
garten to every school in Chicago.

We all want our city’s 5 year-olds to have valuable 
education opportunities, and we agree with Mayor 
Emanuel that full-day kindergarten can be one. We 
do not believe, however, that full-day kindergarten 
was funded in a way that ensures high-quality expe-
riences for our youngest learners.

A large part of the problem is per-pupil funding 
formulas that were newly established by Chicago 
Public Schools under Emanuel’s guidance. Principals 
are given a set amount of money per student that is 
hardly enough to cover staff , let alone cover the funds 
needed to establish entire classrooms from scratch 
with tables, chairs, books, blocks, paint and educa-
tional toys.

Because of space and staffi  ng limitations in many 
of our schools, kindergarten classes are often over  
crowded without a teachers’ assistant. � e recom-
mended National Association for the Education of 
Young Children adult-to-child ratio for this age 
group is 24 children to two adults. � is ratio is sel-
dom achieved in our city’s kindergarten classrooms, 
and these scenarios benefi t no one and are be poten-
tially very harmful to our students.

We also fi nd that many of our kindergarten class-
rooms are not furnished with educational toys or 
classroom libraries. Teachers who want to provide 
age-appropriate play-based instruction and explor-
atory activities are often told by principals that there 
is just no money left to do so.

Another issue for us as early childhood educators 
is the stress on academics and testing at too young 
of an age—and for an entire seven-hour day. Said 
one teacher: “Kindergarten is no longer the new fi rst 
grade—it is the new second grade.” Our students 
deserve kindergartens that are lovely, nurturing and 
developmentally appropriate.

Full-day kindergarten at every school means 
establishing new educational spaces and hiring new 
teachers, and ultimately, this will cost money. Mayor 
Emanuel takes credit for mandating full-day kin-
dergarten. What he cannot take credit for is ensuring 
that kindergarten in every school is the educational 
experience our city’s children deserve.

With regards to our city’s families and 
their children, � e Early Childhood 

Committee of the Chicago Teachers Union

Recommended student/adult ratios for kindergarten 
available at http://www.naeyc.org/academy/fi les/
academy/fi le/Teacher_Child_Ratio_Chart.pdf

PSRPs: We Want Full Equality Now
Your most recent edition of 

Chicago Union Teacher has a 
quote at the top of page 20 which 
states, “Partnership cannot take 
place when we are treated as a 
subordinate, and not an equal.” I 
could not help but refl ect back to 
the Good Friday holiday when 
teachers were given the day off  

with pay, while we paraprofession-
als were required to use a personal 
day from our banks if we wanted 
the day off .

Since we are all paying CTU 
members, and since we all have 
very important roles in the success 
of our students as well as our 
schools, this notable division in 

the distribution of the holiday 
was most troubling to me and the 
other paraprofessionals with 
whom I work. We were defi nitely 
made to feel like second-class cit-
izens and defi nitely not as equals.

Donna J. Pinta,
Clerk, Virgil I. Grissom 

Elementary

WE SUp-plies
NEE

D
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DEPARTMENT XXXX

Class Size Really Does Matter
I am a fifth grade teacher with 36 students in my 

classroom. For this, I have Rahm Emanuel to blame. 
Emanuel claims he provided Chicago’s students 

with full day kindergarten, but what he doesn’t say 
is that instead of providing schools with additional 
funds for full day kindergarten and the materials and 
assistance that should come with them, he forced 
principals to increase class sizes beyond what is 
appropriate by early childhood guidelines to pay for 
his kindergarten mandate. After that, he slashed bud-
gets further, forcing principals and schools to increase 
class sizes even more. In essence, Emanuel’s legacy 
will be that kids got an extra half day in their kinder-
garten year, but were then forced to endure large class 
sizes for the following 12 years. 

Neighborhood schools across the city have class 
sizes that most educators and parents would consider 
grossly overcrowded. A large class size increases the 
likelihood of accidents, off-task behavior, physical 
altercations, injuries and students falling behind. It 
also increases the likelihood that some students will 
not have access to textbooks, technology individual 
teacher time.

My colleagues and I are fiercely committed to giving 
each child the individual attention they deserve. When 
I think of my students’ gifted and magnet (or suburban 
and private school) counterparts, I am concerned that 
my students are not getting an equal amount of 

attention. A teacher cannot give the same amount of 
time to 36 students that a teacher can give to 28 
students.

�ere are 315 instructional minutes in our teaching 
day. At 36 students per minute, that means technically 
each students should be allotted just less than eight 
minutes per day. If I had 20 students in my class (as 
is closer to the norm in the school the mayor’s children 
attend), that would allot to almost 16 minutes per 
student. Multiply these numbers by 180—the number 
of school days in a year—and this would mean 1,575 
minutes per pupil in a class of 36, versus 2,835 minutes 
per pupil in a class of 20. �e class of 20 receives 1,260 
more “individual attention” minutes, or 55 percent 
more “individual attention” time.

�e students of Chicago Public Schools deserve 
better. 

Research has proven time and time again that large 
class size negatively affects student outcomes and a 
reduced class size dramatically increases student out-
come. �e first step to improving student achievement 
is an easy and attainable step: Making a lower class 
size for every single CPS classroom an absolute pri-
ority. Chicago does not need an administration that 
looks at students as dollars and cents. Chicago needs 
an administration that looks at students as individuals 
who deserve the best of what this city has to offer. 

Erika Wozniak, Oriole Park Elementary



WRITE TO US
Agree? Disagree? Send Chicago Union 
Teacher your feedback, your compliments and 
your criticisms. Send letters to the editor to 
leadership@ctulocal1.com or Chicago Union 
Teacher, 222 Merch andise Mart Plaza, Suite 
400, Chicago, IL 60654. Letters may be 
edited for length and clarity.

WRITE FOR US
The Chicago Union Teacher is published for 
the members of the Chicago Teachers Union. 
It is your magazine. Members can—and 
should!—submit articles about whatever 
topics they consider relevant to our overall 
project of � ghting for quality public education 
and justice for all. Email submissions for 
consideration to leadership@ctulocal.com.

ADVERTISE IN THE CUT

The Chicago Union Teacher accepts classi� ed 
advertisements from CTU members at a sub-
stantial discount. For more information, contact 
April Stigger, advertising manager, at 
aprilstigger@ctulocal1.com and 312-329-6225.

Illustration: 
Ellen Gradman
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January 2015 CUT Rebuttal:  
No Justice. No Peace.

For a group of professionals who 
have maliciously been painted with a 
broad, nasty brush lately, it’s sad to see 
us do the same to our fellow municipal 
public servants. I’m talking about the 
articles published in our CTU maga-
zine dated January 2015 titled, “Hands 
Up, Don’t Test: Police Brutality and 
Education Reform,” “�ree �ings 
About Ferguson,” “Student Lives Mat-
ter” and “Attitudes Toward the Youth-
Led Rebellion for Social Justice.” 

Police have worked hard to develop 
supportive yet professional relation-
ships with students who have present-
ed a safety challenge to many teachers. 
�e big picture, police say, is that it’s 
irresponsible of the media to put out 
purposely inflammatory articles that 
create news copy just to serve their 
own purposes. In the real world, 
schools are always working to create 
interventions for our students, but 
due to the lack of home supports and 
the influence of popular media, their 
best efforts are continually under-
mined. Police have been doing this job 
for many years and it’s nothing new 
that they are forced to make split sec-
ond decisions—judgment calls based 
on training and experience. So do they 
sometimes make a bad call? Yes, just 
like anyone else in any other job, mis-
takes are made. But just because the 

public doesn’t see the process does not 
mean there is no process in place with 
subsequent discipline. 

Now let’s talk about what our union 
should be throwing their weight 
behind. Don’t you think we’ve got 
enough on our plates taking on the 
state of education in this city and prob-
ably the entire country—if not the 
world? In order to take on that task 
we’ve got to include poverty, inequity 
of resources, political corruption, vio-
lence, gangs, broken homes, incarcera-
tion, teen pregnancy etc. Perhaps we 
are getting a bit heady? How have we 
become the voice for all issues? If we 
want to also take on perceived racism 
and brutality in our police department, 
maybe we should do it in an equitable 
way? Perhaps we can take it on in a way 
that acknowledges our brothers and 
sisters in the police department who 
work alongside us dealing with the 
same families we deal with—and who 
do so with compassion, professionalism 
and dignity. Why throw our fellow 
public servants under the bus just to 
prove we care about our students?

�e way we’ve approached every 
other social issue is through dialogue, 
collaboration and clear purpose. Our 
strength has been forged through 
unity and deep purpose. Everything 
we have achieved has been through 

respecting each other and even those 
we go up against. Why have we now 
seemingly abandoned those tactics 
and jumped on the “police bashing” 
wagon with no real legwork of our 
own? So many of our union members 
work closely with, are married to, or 
have raised a child who is now a Chi-
cago police officer. Why would we not 
give police the benefit of our unified 
presence to support them during this 
difficult period and even assist them 
in the changes they acknowledge they 
may need to make?

Audrey Phelan,
CTU Delegate,

Foreman High School

LETTERS
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Helen Ramirez 
Odell speaks at 
a We Are One 
Chicago pension 
protection press 
conference on 
February 17, 
2014. Photo:  
Nathan Goldbaum

3
Bea Lumpkin 

(left) walks 
in the 2015 

Mexican 
Independence 
Day Parade on 
September 14, 

2014. Photo: 
Ronnie Reese

LETTERS RETIREE CORNER

CTU Retirees Honored
BY DEBBY POPE

Two of our Chicago Teachers Union 
activists—both retired from Chi-
cago Public Schools, but in no way 

retired from Union activism—were hon-
ored recently for their work.

Helen Ramirez Odell, a district super-
visor and retiree delegate, was honored 
by the Chicago Chapter of the Coalition 
of Labor Union Women.  She received 
the Olga Madar Award for her dedication 
to women’s rights, especially in the area 
of health care.

Beatrice (Bea) Lumpkin, a retiree del-
egate and lifelong labor and social justice 
activist, was honored by the Chicago 
Federation of Labor as Woman of the 
Year in Labor. Fellow honoree Jane Rus-
sell, also an Illinois Federation of Teachers 
member, is president of the West Subur-
ban Teachers Union, Local 571. 

�e CTU salutes both of these won-
derful union sisters for their tenacity and 
dedication to our movement. CTU

Debby Pope is a retired CPS teacher who 
works part-time in the CTU Grievance 
Department.

Picket Line
Fight with everything you got—

hold the picket line strong. Be ruth-
less—you are many they are few. 
Don’t adopt their (argument) 
frames—re-frame every argument.

After listening to arguments 
against the 2012 strike, the same line 
of thinking kept coming up (which 
is flawed). If teachers cared about 
kids, then they would be in the class-
room teaching. �is statement may 
sound good on the surface, but two 
things are missed, which can be used 
to counter this argument. 

(1) �is is not an argument; it’s 
a logical fallacy that attempts 
(whether knowingly or not) to 
re-frame the debate. �e premise of 
the argument, however, is the pur-
pose for the strike—not that teach-
ers should teach in the classroom. 
In fact, these are two completely 
separate arguments. 

(2) �is leads to the second thing 
that is often missed. When they use 
this argument, they forget that edu-
cation and schooling can happen 
anywhere—not just in the class-
room. In fact, that’s the purpose of 
critical service-learning. Like John 
Dewey said, the community becomes 
the laboratory for learning. And, like 
Miles Horton said, the curriculum 
becomes emergent from the stu-
dents’ own personal lived experienc-
es. �is makes critical reflection key 
for building democratic leadership 
through civic engagement.

Keep up the good work!
Zane Wubbena 

Austin, Texas
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CTPF members gathered for coffee at Stella’s Diner, a �xture 
in Chicago’s Lakeview neighborhood. Pictured, from left to 
right: Marianne Pyster, Lou Pyster, Diane Houser, Paulette 
Whitt, Maria Mavraganes (Stella’s co-owner), CTPF Trustee 
Raymond Wohl and Demetra Makris. Photo: Jackie Umbles

RETIREE CORNER

BY CHICAGO TEACHERS’ 
PENSION FUND 
COMMUNICATIONS

Chicago Teachers’ Pension 
Fund (CTPF) educators 
make an immeasurable 

impact on children: educating, 
nurturing, and helping them 
grow into productive citizens 
and future leaders. Yet an edu-
cator’s impact extends far 
beyond the classroom—active 
and retired educators are also 
consumers, taxpayers, and 
voters—who live and work in 
Chicago and surrounding 
communities. 

“�e Buck Stays Here: 
Understanding the economic 
impact of CTPF benefit pay-
ments on the State of Illinois 
and the City of Chicago,” a 
report recently issued by the 
CTPF, examined the impact 
that pension payments have 
outside the classroom and the 
role that pensioners play in 
helping to build stable neigh-
borhoods and communities in 
the city. 

This study found that 
about 85 percent of CTPF 
beneficiaries live in the state of 
Illinois, and about 50 percent 
of those beneficiaries live in the 

city of Chicago. CTPF benefit 
payments contribute:

 » $1.2 billion in direct pay-
ments to beneficiaries in 
Illinois

 » $1.7 billion in total eco-
nomic impact in Illinois

 » $592 million in payments 
to beneficiaries in Chicago

 » $864 million in total eco-
nomic impact on Chicago

Pension benefit payments and 
their ripple effect help support 
jobs:

 » 12,628 jobs in Illinois, 
including 6,459 jobs in 
Chicago

“�e conversation about 
pensions oftentimes fails to 
capture the direct economic 
benefit they bring to our 
neighborhoods,” said CTPF 
Executive Director Charles A. 
Burbridge. “We know that a 
majority of our members live 
and work in Illinois and in 
Chicago… They’re in the 
neighborhoods, spending their 
pension dollars at local busi-
nesses and helping to support 
their communities.”

�e report includes the 
“big-picture” impact that pen-
sions have on our economy, and 
also breaks down that impact 

by individual legislative district 
in Illinois and the City of Chi-
cago.  Members who visit www.
ctpf.org can download the 
report along with an individual 
information sheet to share with 
local legislators. 

“Reaching out to share this 
information with legislators is 
critical,” said CTPF Board of 
Trustees president and teacher 
Jay C. Rehak. “Pensions are our 
members’ primary source of 
retirement security since CTPF 
members do not contribute to 
Social Security during employ-
ment… Our members play an 
important role in supporting 
jobs and building community, 
and we hope they will share this 
message with their elected 
representatives.” 

Case Study: Stella’s Diner

Stella’s Diner, a fixture in 
Chicago’s Lakeview neighbor-
hood since 1962, anchors the 
corner at Broadway and Barry. 
It’s truly a neighborhood 
place, where owner Maria 

Retirees who 
support local 
restaurants 
and small 
businesses 
have a direct 
economic 
impact  
on the 
community.

Pensions Help to Build  
Communities in Chicago

The Buck Stays Here



CHICAGO TEACHERS’ IMPACT EXTENDS BEYOND CLASSROOM

TheThe
STAYS HERESTAYS HERE

BUCKBUCK

NOTE: CTPF CALCULATES ESTIMATES OF TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT AND JOBS SUPPORTED BY MULTIPLYING
BENEFIT PAYMENTS BY TOTAL OUTPUT MULTIPLIERS SUPPLIED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS.

ILLINOISILLINOIS

CHICAGOCHICAGO

$1.7 BILLION
IN TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

$1.2 BILLION IN DIRECT
PENSION PAYMENTS TO

BENEFICIARIES IN THE
STATE OF ILLINOIS

85% OF CTPF BENEFICIARIES STAY IN ILLINOIS,
WITH HALF OF THOSE MEMBERS RESIDING IN CHICAGO

12,628
JOBS 
SUPPORTED
IN THE STATE
OF ILLINOIS

$864 MILLION
IN TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
IN THE CITY OF CHICAGO

$592 MILLION IN DIRECT
PENSION PAYMENTS TO

BENEFICIARIES IN THE
CITY OF CHICAGO 6,459

JOBS 
SUPPORTED
IN THE CITY
OF CHICAGO
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Mavraganes greets regulars by 
name, knows their orders, and 
dishes up more than good 
meals. �e money retirees 
spend at the diner has a direct 
impact on the restaurant, and 
generates an indirect impact 
on the neighborhood. 

“We’ve been here more than 
50 years,” said Mavraganes, 
who co-owns the restaurant 
with her brothers Angelo and 
Gus. “Our parents were immi-
grants and we were literally 
raised in this place… �is is 
more than a business, we’re a 
part of this community and the 
neighbors are our family.”

The restaurant serves 
breakfast, lunch and dinner 
and attracts a cross-section of 
the neighborhood, from moms 
with kids in strollers to retir-
ees. More than 2,300 CTPF 
members, including 360 retir-
ees, live in the surrounding 
neighborhood.

“I have been coming to 
Stella’s since 1972,” said Lou 
Pyster, a retired teacher and 
regular customer. “When I 
worked as a teacher, I ate lunch 
in the school cafeteria, but 
when I retired, Stella’s became 
my cafeteria.” 

Making an Impact

Retirees who support local 
restaurants and small busi-
nesses have a direct economic 
impact on the neighborhood. 
Restaurants and local busi-
nesses then employ people 
and make additional 

purchases, creating an indirect 
and induced impact on a 
community. 

“We rely on our regular 
customers,” explains Mavra-
ganes. “We have current 
teachers and administrators 
along with many retirees who 

have been a part of our busi-
ness for many years. We sup-
port the local community and 
they support us.” CTU

Jackie Umbles is the Chicago 
Teachers’ Pension Fund 
Communications Specialist.
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Librarians’ Committee: Year 1
BY MEGAN CUSICK

This was the inaugural year for the Chicago 
Teachers Union Librarians’ Committee, and it 
was a busy one. An additional 36 libraries were 

closed or staffed inappropriately in 2014-2015, leav-
ing 263 out of 521 schools without libraries staffed 
by professional, licensed librarians. To fight this attack 
on Chicago Public Schools students, the CTU Librar-
ians’ Committee engaged in the following actions:

 » Spoke at two Chicago Board of Education meetings 
about the severe cuts to CPS librarians; provided 
research supporting the need for school libraries 
along with budget recommendations

 » Presented the Board of Education with more than 
2,000 signatures on a Declaration for the Right 
to School Libraries

 » Attended and spoke at all citywide budget 
hearings

 » Participated in the parent group Raise Your Hand’s 
budget workshop

 » Participated in the CTU’s “Voices of the Rank and 
File” podcast

 » Met with CPS CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett as a 
follow-up to the initial Board presentation

 » Met with Ginger Ostro, CPS Budget Director, to 
discuss the impact of per-pupil budgeting on 
libraries and librarians

 » Spoke with CPS Human Resources personnel to 
discuss the availability of licensed librarians within 
CPS and strategies to attract professional teacher/
librarians to the district

 » Met with the citywide Local School Council 

Advisory Board to discuss the importance of 
library programs to student success—after which 
the Board issued a resolution in support of 
school libraries

 » Discussed librarians and advocacy work at the 
American Federation of Teachers, Illinois School 
Library Media Association and a variety of other 
library and education conferences

 » Interviewed by Becky Vevea for WBEZ and NPR 
for a national story and spoke with other members 
of the press

 » Founding committee member K.C. Boyd appeared 
in the School Library Journal cover story article 
about the impact of her school library

 » Appeared on WBEZ’s Afternoon Shift to discuss 
the importance of school libraries

 » Reached out to librarians via email and attended 
librarian professional development to encourage 
participation on the committee

 » Developed social media campaign
 » Attended Network for Public Education meeting
 » Participated in CTU/CPS contract campaign 
Committee members are continuing efforts to 

bring a professionally licensed librarian to every CPS 
school. A contract proposal addresses the decline in 
CPS libraries by calling for at least one full-time, fully 
licensed librarian in every library, and an additional 
librarian in schools with more than 500 students. CTU

Megan Cusick is chair of the CTU Librarians’ Committee 
and a teacher at Nancy B. Jefferson Alternative School. For 
information on joining the Librarians’ Committee, email 
Megan at megan@newgard.net.
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The CTU Quest Center & The Connecting Link 
announce a special rate on professional learning 
opportunities for Chicago teachers.

The TCL Di�erence: Enhancing Practice to Impact Learning

The Connecting Link provides engaging and relevant curricula 
addressing the needs of our ever-changing educational landscape.  
Receive 3 hours of graduate credit from Benedictine University.
All courses are aligned to the CPS Framework for Teaching.

8- or 12-Week Structured
Online Courses

NEW: Self-Paced  
Online Courses

4-Week Accelerated
Online Courses

Graduate Credit
Regular Price: $619

CTU Price: $469

Graduate Credit
Regular Price: $699

CTU Price: $549

Graduate Credit
Regular Price: $699

CTU Price: $549

Use Promo Code: CTU
Visit

www.connectinglink.com/ctu

888-550-5465 | info@connectinglink.com

*Discount is valid only for CTU members and cannot be 
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Public Relations and 
Communications 
Committee
BY DREW HEISERMAN

The Public Relations and Communications 
Committee for the Chicago Teachers Union 
has been busy this school year, working to sup-

port the eff orts of our Communications team down 
at the CTU offi  ce.

� e committee, and our network of allies, worked 
to inform the public and rally our members around 
our CTU-endorsed candidates in the 2015 munic-
ipal elections. We helped publicize success stories 
in the ongoing Opt Out (of standardized testing) 
campaign. We are helping to shine a light on the 
scandalous behavior going on in the upper echelons 
of the bureaucracy of the Chicago Public Schools 
(like the SUPES scandal involving Barbara 
Byrd-Bennett). And fi nally, we are helping to keep 
CTU members well-informed about the progress 
of contract negotiations, while working to make sure 
that the general public understands the importance 
of the issues we are negotiating.

In addition to the eff orts listed above, the com-
mittee also conducted a social media training in 
January, and plan to conduct more as the need arises. 
In short, our committee has been busy trying to 
keep CTU members informed and active, while 
combating the fallacies that we face from the 
three-headed monster of Governor Bruce Rauner, 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel and interim CPS CEO Jesse 
Ruiz. CTU

Drew Heiserman is chair of the CTU Public Relations 
and Communications Committee and a math teacher 
at TEAM Englewood Academy. For information on 
joining the PR and Communications committee, please 
contact Drew at drewheiserman@hotmail.com.

Special 
Education 
Committee
BY ANNIE TAN

The Chicago Teachers Union Special Education 
Committee this year focused on three key 
things: our contract and work issues, building 

our membership, and working with parents and 
community members. 

We started off  the school year focusing on con-
tract and work issues. Committee members reviewed 
the 2012 contract, looking for language that could 
be cut, strengthened or added. Our committee sub-
mitted 14 proposals for changes in our contract, in 
addition to the dozens of other proposals submitted 
by members related to special education. 

� e Special Ed Committee also has been working 
with the Joint Evaluation Committee and Chicago 
Public Schools to address issues with the REACH 
observation and evaluation system, especially as it 
pertains to special educators who co-teach with 
other teachers. We will continue to work with CPS 
and the Joint Evaluation Committee to come up 
with changes that better relate to support special 
education classroom environments.

Some of our members took part in the Polar 
Plunge in March to raise awareness and money for 
Special Olympics Chicago, and when the PARCC 
exam rolled around, we held multiple sessions for 
teachers and parents on issues surrounding the test 
and special education. Members also have led forums 
and workshops this school year at Northeastern 
Illinois University and the University of Illinois-Chi-
cago to help build student and family engagement 
in the Individualized Education Plan process. CTU

Annie Tan is a special education teacher at Finkl 
Elementary School. If you’re interested in joining the 
Special Education Committee, email Annie Tan at 
annietan127@gmail.com or Erin Franzinger Barrett at 
efranzinger@gmail.com.
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FROM THE CLASSROOM

The recognition of trans 
and gender non-con-
forming communities 

and their concerns has come 
as a bit of a surprise to many 
of us in those communities. 
Just a few years ago, “trans” was 
a foreign or dirty word for 
many people. Today, trans 
issues are frequently in the 
news and many are aware of 
the basics. For example, peo-
ple know that at least 41 per-
cent of trans people attempt 
suicide, that trans job and 
housing discrimination exists 
and that trans women of color 
are being beaten, arrested and 
murdered in alarming num-
bers. According to the 
Anti-Violence Project’s 2013 
report, 72 percent of all anti-
LGBTQI (Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Trans, Queer, Inter-
sex) homicide victims were 
transgender women, with 
more than 90 percent of those 
being transgender women of 
color. Not as many, however, 
know about the homeless 

queer youth, the self-harm or 
the “crimes of survival” to 
which some have resorted.

For example, a young 
woman named CeCe McDon-
ald, who you may have heard 
about, was incarcerated in 
Minneapolis after her poten-
tial assailant died as a result 
of her self-defense. She spent 
19 months in jail, in the men’s 
facility, waiting for the sen-
tence of her plea bargain to 
end. CeCe was from Chicago, 
and was a Chicago Public 
Schools student at Clara Bar-
ton Elementary School. She 
had to leave Chicago, her 
home, after 8th grade because 
she was not accepted. CPS 
failed CeCe and many others 
like her, as many trans youth 
find themselves on the street 
due to ignorance about their 
situation.

Being trans or gender 
non-conforming is not easy; 
nor perhaps is it easy for some 
to understand. We are real 
people, however, and CPS 

students who are trans or gen-
der non-conforming need 
protections. CPS recently—
and quietly—released some 
guidelines aimed to protect 
trans and gender non-con-
forming students, and while I 
am very happy that a long-ig-
nored student population is 
getting recognition and pro-
tection, the guidelines are just 
that: guidelines. �ese stan-
dards lack input from stu-
dents—the ones who will be 
living under the policy—with 
many of the most important 
decisions left up to the school 
principal.  

Another major problem is 
that CPS claims that princi-
pals have gone through 

Being trans or 
gender non-
conforming is not 
easy; nor perhaps is 
it easy for some to 
understand. We are 
real people, however, 
and CPS students 
who are trans or 
gender non-
conforming need 
protections.

New Trans Student Policy 
in Chicago Public Schools
BY JESSICA CELIMENE-ROWELL
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training on the guide-
lines and are trained to 
deal with a trans or gen-
der non-conforming 
student. So far, I have 
not heard of any princi-
pal receiving that train-
ing. If there has been 
training that you are 
aware of, please contact 
the Illinois Safe Schools 
Alliance, an indepen-
dent organization that 
facilitates (LGB)TQI 
issues in all Illinois 
schools. Without train-
ing, these guidelines 
mean nothing. 

CPS also claims that 
teachers get the training 
through our family plan-
ning training. Everyone 
who has taken that train-
ing knows that the whole 
(LGB)TQI discussion is 
less than an hour, and 
the time devoted to 
non-sexual orientation 
issues is even less. Most 
of the class time on this 
part was dedicated to 
trying to figure out what 
the letters meant. 

My own experience 
has confirmed that it can 
be difficult for a trans 
person in CPS. When I 
came out to my own 
principal, he said that 
what I did on my own 
time was my own busi-
ness. I had to figure out 

how to leave my gender 
at home, or how to not 
show it at school. I failed 
on that latter one as I 
found it impossible to 
separate myself from my 
gender. I was not allowed 
to talk about my gender 
to the staff at school 
meetings, or to the stu-
dent body, or even to my 
own students. Needless 
to say, ignorance is still 
present where I work. 
�e letter sent to staff 
from central office was no 
better, as it implied that 
being trans was a choice, 
and that I now “choose to 
live my life as a woman.” 
Please. Are there any 
women who live their life 
“as a woman”? Don’t we 
live as people and deal 
with the rest as best we 
can? And if it is a choice, 
then could I un-choose 
it—like someone can be 
un-gay, un-lesbian or 
un-straight? 

No more suicides. No 
more murders. Please 
look up these guide-
lines—which CPS has 
yet to post publicly—
and educate yourself on 
the world of gender 
identity expression. CTU

Jessica Celimene-Rowell 
is a teacher at Murray 
Language Academy in 
Hyde Park.

Students at the Table: 
Educating for the Future  
of Collective Bargaining
BY ED DZIEDZIC

As teachers, we have an 
obligation to teach our 
students the negotiating 

skills needed to develop a con-
tract or come to agreement in 
a collective bargaining process. 
Learning to master practices 
such as articulating one’s desires 
and expectations; practicing the 
art of compromise; and com-
prehending an opposing posi-
tion or perspective are invalu-
able skills to have in adult life. 

Our students will also need 
these skills to interview suc-
cessfully for a job, ask for a raise 
or promotion, and even nego-
tiate the ups and downs of per-
sonal relationships.

When students have the 
opportunity to engage in 
mock collective bargaining, 
they learn that employment 
contracts are the result of a 
series of compromises from 
both employers and employ-
ees. Students learn that any 
final agreement is not simply 
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dictated by the workers alone, nor solely the expres-
sion of management largesse.

�e School for New Learning at the DePaul 
University Labor Center offers a program which 
introduces high school students to the basics of col-
lective bargaining. About ten years ago, Bob Breving 
of the Labor Center invited my students to partic-
ipate in a mock contract negotiation at Teamster 
City between “Getswell Hospital” in “Medley” Illi-
nois and Union Local #711. Instructing and facili-
tating the student negotiators were Teamsters, 
retired teachers, current teachers from unions other 
than CTU and current federal arbitrators. 

�e day before my class travelled to Teamster City, 
we discussed the issues central to the mock contract. 
After arrival, the students were randomly divided 
into two small teams, each consisting of “labor” and 
“management” students. Guided by coaches, the two 
teams then “caucused” to determine their negotiation 
strategy before returning to hammer out the major 
contract issues. Typical demands of management were 
the overuse of sick days, development of a drug testing 
policy, a social networking policy about patient pri-
vacy and using the hospital name. Labor concerns 

focused on pay raise schedules, night and weekend 
premium pay, and pension contributions.

Students negotiated these issues until they 
reached an agreement satisfactory to both labor and 
management. When negotiations stalled, a federal 
mediator heard each side’s “last, best” offer and pro-
posed a compromise. A lunch break followed, cour-
tesy of DePaul Labor Center and provided by Mari-
ano’s grocery (a union shop). After lunch, students 
finalized their contract agreement and presented it 
to the entire group. �is mock negotiation took 
approximately four hours.

Students expressed how demanding contract 
negotiations are, and noted surprise that contract 
issues which appeared unsolvable could ultimately 
be resolved through a process of talking and compro-
mise. �is experience led several students to find their 
voice and become leaders in their negotiations.

For more information or to contribute to the 
DePaul Labor Center, contact Bob Breving at 312-
362-5823 or rbreving@depaul.edu. CTU

Ed Dziedzic is a CTU delegate at Whitney Young High 
School. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your Union would like to acknowledge its members who have ended or will 

end their careers in education during the 2014-2015 school year.  Please 
join us at a luncheon to show our appreciation for your service and 

commitment to the children of Chicago. 
 
 Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015     
 Place:  Harry Caray’s Restaurant  
              Time:    Social Hour 11:30 a.m. – Luncheon 12:30 p.m.  
          Parking: Water Tower Place - $12.00 (Entrance on Chestnut) 
  Valet Parking – $16.00  
  

 
RSVP by Fri., June 19  

 
Due to space limitations reservations will be limited to the first 250 respondents.  
Phone reservations will not be accepted.  Faxed reservations will not be accepted 
after June 19. 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Name ___________________________________________________   Last 4 #’s of SS __________________ 
 
Home Address ____________________________________________   Phone #_________________________ 
 
City __________________________ State _______ Zip ____________ Guest name  __________________________  
 
Job Classification_______________ School ______________________________________ Years of Service ______ 
 
Return this form along with payment for your guest to Debra Loch, Chicago Teachers Union, 222 
Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chgo., IL 60654.  Retiring members attend free; one guest per retiring member 
may attend at a cost of $45 (if space is available after the deadline you may pay for additional guests).  
Checks should be made payable to Chicago Teachers Union. You may fax your reservation to 312-329-2511 
if you are not bringing a guest.  A letter confirming your attendance will be sent after the registration 
deadline.  For additional information call 312-329-6211.  
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For the first 
time in our 
memories, an 
organization 
of Latino 
school 
workers is 
coming 
together to 
become a 
strong 
community 
advocate.

SURVEY

The Rise of the CTU Latino Caucus
BY ORLANDO SEPULVEDA

The Chicago Teachers Union Latino Caucus was 
created in October 2013 by self-identified Latino 
educational workers across the district who were 

seeking to put their collective power and voice to work 
for a just and equitable public education system for 
all, regardless of legal or socioeconomic status. �e 
Latino Caucus advocates for the specific issues facing 
Latino teachers, paraprofessionals, clinicians and staff 
working in Chicago public and charter schools, as well 
as the students, families and communities they serve. 

“For the first time in our memories, an organi-
zation of Latino school workers is coming together 
to become a strong community advocate,” said caucus 
member Nancy Serrano, a teacher at Hernandez 
Middle School. “�rough our actions, events, and 
meetings, Latino Caucus members have developed 
beautiful friendships and powerful connections.”

“New ideas and actions continue to be born in 
the meetings; and we are growing leaders and helping 
CTU members to become actively involved inside 
and outside of the schools,” Serrano said. “�e issues 
we face today are not just rooted in the education 
system, so we seek to get involved in all issues affect-
ing our students.”

Latino students currently make up nearly 45 per-
cent of the total Chicago Public Schools student 
population, yet only 19 percent of teachers are Latino. 
In addition, 85 percent of all ELL students in CPS 
are Spanish speakers. �us, the Latino Caucus seeks 
to influence education policies and mandates to con-
sider this reality, and make choices to ensure that 
native student languages and cultures are not neglected 
nor seen as a deficit. Latino educators must be valued 
for the diversity and experience they bring to the sys-
tem, and be treated as a key asset in their schools.

Amidst the push for corporate reform of the U.S. 
education system, founding members of the Caucus 
felt an urgency to start the building of an organiza-
tion to fight back against the drive for standardized 
testing and the destruction of rich curriculum that 
our students need. As rank-and-file educators, Cau-
cus members very directly feel the effect of these 
reforms. But as members of immigrant families, or 
immigrants themselves, they also feel very touched 
by the horrible consequences that these policies are 
having in Latino America. 

�us, the Caucus is making critical connections 
with educators and organizations across the conti-
nent. It took part in the latest gathering of the Tri-
national Coalition to Defend Public Education, and 
has been collaborating with educators from Mexico, 
Central America and Canada to fight back against 
privatization, corporate education reform and polit-
ical repression. As a response to the terrible killings 
of 43 Mexican students in the city of Ayotzinapa in 
the state of Guerrero, Mexico, the Caucus helped 
to initiate and participated in solidarity actions here 
in Chicago.

Latino Caucus members also represented the 
CTU at an international solidarity meeting with the 
National Coordinator of Education Workers, a cau-
cus of the National Union of Education Workers, of 
Mexico, in November 2013 and June 2014 in their 
struggle against some very punitive policies that are 
being masked as so-called education “reforms.” During 
their visit in Mexico, Caucus members visited the 
plantón where more than 1,000 teachers lived in tents 
set up on the concrete plaza floor to protest against 
the neoliberal reforms. 

�is visit helped Latino Caucus members see 
the commonalities in our experiences and struggles. 
“I arrived to Mexico thinking this was a Mexican 
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struggle and I left firmly believing that this is an 
international one,” Serrano said. “When Mexican 
students, teachers and college professors heard about 
what was happening in Chicago, they were beyond 
shocked to learn that in many ways, we were under 
the same attacks… I was, too.” 

�e Caucus requests that CPS teachers and staff 
participate in the CTU Language Learning Survey 
(http://www.ctunet.com/lls). CTU members will 
receive an email with a link to participate in the online 
survey through July 5, 2015. �e goal of the survey 
is to better understand the state of bilingual education 
in Chicago Public Schools, to create pedagogical and 
policy proposals to help teachers improve their 
instruction to English Language Learners (ELL), and 
to promote bi- and multi-literacy for all students. 

“Learning multiple languages has many document-
ed benefits, of which increased academic achievement 
is just one,” said Alix Gonzalez Guevara, a teacher at 
Telpochcalli Elementary School and Latino Caucus 
member. “ELL students, monolingual English stu-
dents, their families, Chicago’s diverse neighborhoods 
and the city as a whole will only benefit if quality 
opportunities to learn multiple languages are made 
present from preschool through 12th grade.”

Offering the survey, and using its results to advocate 
for our membership, is a material testimony of the 
Latino Caucus’ declared mission to “strive to educate, 
advocate and promote bilingualism, bi-literacy and 
multiculturalism within all CPS schools.” Latino 

Caucus members worked for months to put the survey 
parts together. �e Caucus sees the survey as a first 
step in its work towards: fully funded and staffed lan-
guage instruction programs in all CPS schools; services 
for ELL students that exceed state and federal guide-
lines; more dual language programs; and more 
multi-language resources and training for all CPS 
schools and staff. �is includes quality professional 
development and ongoing educational opportunities 
for all teachers and school staff; better information for 
parents, students and teachers about classroom and 
standardized testing accommodations and modifica-
tions for ELL students; and more staff with English 
as a Second Language and bilingual endorsements.

�ough the Latino Caucus knows it will ultimately 
require the mobilization of rank-and-file education 
workers to reverse the paradigms of teaching and 
learning, the members see the responses to the Lan-
guage Learning Survey will be a tool to fight misguided 
policies with facts. �e Latino Caucus makes an urgent 
call to all potential participants to take action by com-
pleting this important survey. You can find the survey 
at: http://www.ctunet.com/lls. 

If you are interested in becoming a member of 
the Latino Caucus, contact CTU organizer Rebecca 
Martinez at ctulatinocaucus@gmail.com or 312-
329-6247. CTU

Orlando Sepulveda is a Latino Caucus member and a 
teacher at Westside Holistic Leadership Academy, part 
of the Youth Connection Charter School network.
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Our Susan Sadlowski Garza:  
Counselor, Activist, Alderman
BY MICHELLE GUNDERSON

Several hundred people gathered the �ursday 
before the April 7 municipal run-off election to 
hear CTU President Karen Lewis, mayoral can-

didate Jesus “Chuy” Garcia, Vermont Senator Bernie 
Sanders and the 10th Ward’s very own Susan Sad-
lowski Garza speak. �e room was filled to the brim, 
and there was a singleness of purpose in the crowd 
that many of us had not felt since the strike of 2012.

It was fitting that this rally took place in the former 
United Steelworkers Hall. Garza, a counselor at Jane 
Addams Elementary School, is a woman forged of 
steel. �e daughter of union leader Ed Sadlowski, 
she grew up under the stacks of the mills and refin-
eries of the South Side, and has lived her entire life 
fighting for the people of her community.

“I got into the race because working class people 
are being left out of the decision-making process,” 
Garza said. “�e 16-year incumbent of the 10th Ward 
made decisions that affected our every day lives, and 
we were being left out of that process.” 

While on the Ed Show on MSNBC, Garza was 
asked about critics who say she is “in the pocket of 
the unions.” Garza did not blink an eye, looked straight 

into the camera and said, “Labor unions have always 
been on the side of the working class. Who doesn’t 
want to be in the pocket of the working class?” 

As a CTU area vice president, she has stood by our 
side through the struggles for our contract and the 
heart-wrenching school closings. Garza is a leader in 
the testing resistance movement and fully understands 
how standardized tests are used to sort our students, 
waste instructional time and and justify school closings. 
She knows how to fight and how to stay strong.

“Everything I’ve done up to this point got me ready 
to do what we did,” Garza said. “All of my union respon-
sibilities got me more involved and ready to run.”

Garza is not a newcomer to community organizing. 
At Jane Addams she developed award-winning pro-
grams such as “Safe-Kids” and “Bully Patrol.” She also 
served on the board of the Hegewisch Community 
Committee for 15 years. She recently led the fight 
against the open dumping of pollutants in her neigh-
borhood. When asked why she participated in this 
fight against the Koch brothers’ petcoke operation, 
Garza said, “We are not going to sit back and let this 
happen to our neighbors.”

It is no wonder that Garza’s campaign was able to 
win against the flood of money that poured into her 
opponent’s coffers. She is part of the fabric of the 
10th Ward and is dearly loved by the community. 

Now we enter into new political territory as a union. 
One of our sisters will be sitting on the Chicago City 
Council bringing her unswerving passion for our city, 
communities and schools to her work. It is more than 
certain that there will be plenty of opportunities for 
members of the Chicago Teachers Union to stand in 
solidarity with someone who fights for us and with us.

Reflecting on Garza’s political win, President Lewis 
said, “�ere is a shift in the political landscape even if 
she’s just one person… We will now have a voice of a 
professional educator in City Hall.” CTU

Michelle Gunderson is a teacher at Nettlehorst 
Elementary School and a member of the CTU Big 
Bargaining Team.

5
Susan Sadlowski 

Garza and the 
Strikemobile. 
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YOUNG ARTIST 
AWARDS 

2015



Clarissa Diaz, Blair Early Childhood Center Adolph Lopez, Fairfi eld Academy

Alice Nelson, Walt Disney Magnet

Marcus Terry, Austin Polytechnical

David Paredes, Mather High School Grace Perschke, Ebinger Elementary



Jessica Lynn Mendez, Kelvyn Park High School Elaine Li, Robert Healy School

Joanisa Olmeda, North-Grand High SchoolAriandy Luna, Ruiz Elementary

Winter Brown, Jordan Community Maya Smith, Voise Academy

28 june 2015 CHICAGO UNION TEACHER
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Camila Rubio, Louis Pasteur School

Carol Otarola, Lincoln Park High School

Layla E. Nieves, � orp Scholastic Academy

Bria Gholar, Rudolph Learning Center

Sabreen Abdulla, Jamieson Elementary

Fatima Carmona, Kelly High School
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Jerimiah Clark, Austin BusinessRyan Freeny, Roosevelt High School

Jovanny Bollas, Avondale-Logandale Elementary

Francisco Cruz Jr., John Eberhart

Taylor Carley, Hyde Park Academy

Jovanny Bollas, Avondale-Logandale Elementary

Ryan Freeny, Roosevelt High School

30 june 2015 CHICAGO UNION TEACHER

YOUNG ARTIST AWARDS 2015



Audrey Murr, Stone Academy

Nila Willis, Manley Career Academy

CTU President Karen Lewis and � rst place student 
art winner Audrey Murr. Photo: Ronnie Reese
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Special thanks to Young 
Artist Awards 2015 
curator and assistant to 
the CTU Recording 
Secretary, April Stigger, 
artwork photographer 
Rhonda Gholston, Hiram 
Long of the Artists Frame 
Service, and all the young 
artists who participated.
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Teachers Win Evaluation Settlement
BY THADDEUS GOODCHILD

The Chicago Teachers Union 
recently � nalized a settlement 
of grievances on behalf of 9 

teachers who were improperly 
issued “unsatisfactory” ratings and 
laid off. Under the settlement, the 
“unsatisfactory” ratings will be 

rescinded and the teachers will be 
paid an aggregate sum of $263,000. 

Some of the teachers will fur-
ther be reinstated to their former 
positions, and others will be 
assigned to the Reassigned 
Teacher Pool at full salary. The 
settlement stems from a case the 
CTU won in arbitration last year 

where the arbitrator held a princi-
pal’s failure to abide by certain 
contractual deadlines in the eval-
uation procedure denied the 
teachers an opportunity to be 
fairly evaluated and was cause for 
their ratings to be overturned. CTU

� addeus Goodchild is in-house CTU 
counsel.

Fighting and Winning Through 
Organizing and Grievance Work
BY JOHN KUGLER, PH.D.

In the continuous battle against the privatization 
of union jobs, we sometimes squeeze out a victory 
after years of organizing and fi ghting. In a settle-

ment agreement that includes fi ve cases going back 
four years, the Chicago Board of Education has 
agreed that fi ve new groups of employees will now 
be accepted into the Chicago Teachers Union which 
may garner 250 new CTU members. 

� e settlement language reads “the Board agrees 
to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment 
for employees in the job titles listed…”:

 » Attendance and Truancy Specialist
 » College and Career Coach
 » Career and Technical Education College and 
Career Coordinator

 » Instructional Support Leader
 » Youth Intervention Specialist
� e last time the Union won such a victory was 

back in 2007 when we brought technology coordi-
nators into our bargaining unit. � ese victories were 
won after long fi ghts. Some of these cases can be 
traced back to the 2010 mass layoff s under former 
Chicago Public Schools CEO Ron Huberman, who 

fi red hundreds of citywide employees only to reclas-
sify the jobs to management. 

� ere were the 2011 reorganizations of the area 
offi  ces and central offi  ce support programs under 
another former CPS CEO, Jean-Claude Brizard, 
which cost us more union positions. Next came more 
reorganization and reclassifi cation of network jobs 
by current CPS CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett, who 
is now on paid leave pending a federal investigation 
of her involvement with SUPES, a vendor that 
received a $20 million non-bid contract.

It would be almost impossible to win this type 
of case had the CTU not been well organized and 
kept accurate records and contacts in the fi eld to 
force the Board of Ed into a settlement agreement. 
In some cases the job in question has been reclassi-
fi ed at least three times over the last four years. Using 
organizing tactics, data analysis, position tracking 
and eyewitness testimony of hundreds of members, 
the Union was able to establish the fact the Board 
had the intent of union busting. 

� e Board was not creating any new positions but 
only renaming union jobs and saying they were con-
verted into management positions. Using the CTU 
Research Department, Freedom of Information Act 
Chicago Public Schools position fi les, fi rst-hand 

An injury 
to one is 
an injury 
to all. 
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documents from CTU members and Board reports 
spanning several years, thousands of data points were 
meta-searched for any indicators that then showed 
positions were switched from union to non-union. 
�ousands of documents were monitored over many 
years, and many of the cases involved people who 
worked 20 to 30 years for CPS in the same position 
who were told they lost their job with only a two-week 
notice. �ere was one year in which this happened 
around �anksgiving to area Science Technology Engi-
neering and Math coordinators, a nice holiday gift from 

the Board of Ed for our brothers and sisters from the 
Board of Education. �e testimony from these teachers 
was one of the factors that forced this settlement.

With overwhelming evidence of the habitual men-
dacious reclassification of non-classroom positions by 
the Board, the Union was able to get settlement on 
five cases. �e cases covered four years and three dif-
ferent field representatives, and show the need for every 
member of the Union, from leadership to rank-and-file 
members, to continue to organize and fight together. 

�e CTU kept in touch with affected members—
many times reacting to teachers frustrated over the 
lack of movement on their individual claims—and 
continued to gather new evidence, including old out-
of-date job descriptions. �e Union used at least 
three different law firms, in addition to in-house 
attorneys, to build these multiple cases. It was attor-
ney Jennifer Poltrock who closed the deal with the 
settlement brining in five new groups of employees 
into our bargaining unit.

Not one thing alone won this case. �e win was 
a concerted effort over a long period of time that 
sought justice for the members who were wronged. 
In many cases the damage was done and could not 
be reversed, but what the Union gained was the 
ability to stop the union-busting tactics the Board 
had used unabated for many years. 

If you have any information about such things, 
no matter how small or insignificant you may think 
it is, it is always a good practice to forward it to the 
CTU immediately. An injury to one is an injury to 
all. You can fax such information to the Grievance 
Department at 312-329-6203, or report suspicious 
union-busting activity to Grievance Department 
Director Sara Echevarria at SaraEchevarria@ctu-
local1.com or field representative John Kugler at 
JohnKugler@ctulocal1.com. CTU

John Kugler, Ph.D., is a CTU teacher field representative. 
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CPS Whistleblower Reinstated 
BY ROBIN POTTER

The Chicago Teachers Union is pleased to report 
that it recently finalized a settlement of unfair 
labor and arbitration cases filed on behalf of 

CTU delegate Manny Bermudez. Bermudez was a 
delegate at Benito Juarez Community Academy, where 
he taught technology and computers. He was an out-
spoken union activist and whistleblower. With the 
assistance of CTU field representative John Kugler, 
Bermudez filed a series of grievances against the prin-
cipal and administration, including protesting working 
conditions at Juarez and the failure to pay our mem-
bers for after school extracurricular activities. Bermu-
dez and Kugler creatively utilized Articles 2-1, 14-1 
and 14-2 under the CTU contract to link the mem-
bers’ protected activities to the principal’s hostile work 
environment as a safety and health violation adversely 
affecting “all union members.” Bermudez bravely spoke 
out for himself and CTU members to Chicago Public 
Schools CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett and the CPS 
legal department and Inspector General. He told them 
that the Juarez administration was engaged in cor-
ruption, shredding documents and altering student 
grades and attendance records, which resulted in 
changed graduation outcomes, among other things. 
He wrote to the principal:

Mr. Ocon, you have cheated our students out 
of a fair and equal education. Our students 
deserve better. As a teacher, I refuse to send 
these students out to the world unprepared.

CEO Byrd-Bennett responded that she would 
“investigate and follow up.” 

“If as you report is accurate (sic), this is completely 
unacceptable,” Byrd-Bennett said.

CPS Retaliates

CPS did nothing to protect Bermudez or CTU 
members. Instead, CPS did to Bermudez what it does 
to many other members and employees who are brave 

enough to blow the whistle on contract violations, 
corruption and bullying principals. On June 26, 2014, 
the district wrote to Bermudez that his position “will 
not be available” due to “other actions” and laid him 
off. CPS said that it had to eliminate his computer 
classes because no students signed up. �is was false. 
In actuality, more than 140 students signed up for 
computing classes. �e administration ordered sched-
ulers to move all the students into other classes to 
make it appear that no one signed up for Bermudez’s 
classes. Although he was the most senior in his posi-
tion, less senior teachers were retained and Bermudez 
was laid off.

Bermudez, the CTU and Union Members  
at Juarez Link Arms and Resist

Bermudez promptly filed an Unfair Labor Prac-
tice (ULP) suit alleging his layoff was in retaliation 
for protected union activity. �e CTU assumed legal 
representation. He also wrote to Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel that he was “let go after I blew the whistle,” 
but was ignored and the corruption and retaliation 
continued.

�e Illinois Educational Labor Relations Board 
(IELRB) issued a complaint and Notice of Hearing, 
finding multiple instances of protected activity and 
that the layoff was retaliatory and “in order to dis-
courage support for the Union” among Juarez staff. 
CPS argued to the judge that Bermudez’s co-workers 
could not all testify because there was a substitute 
shortage and no one would be available to teach the 
children. �e administrative law judge rules in the 
CTU’s favor on key pre-trial motions, including order-
ing Byrd-Bennett and others to testify at the ULP 
hearing. �e judge also ordered CPS to produce all 
critical documents. CPS and the CTU then reached 
a settlement for Manny and the members at Juarez.

Under the settlement, CPS agreed to:

(a) Reinstate Mr. Bermudez to Juarez, effective 
at the beginning of the 2015-2016 school year 

“Mr. Ocon, 
you have 
cheated our 
students out 
of a fair and 
equal 
education. 
Our students 
deserve 
better. As a 
teacher, I 
refuse to 
send these 
students out 
to the world 
unprepared.”

Manny Bermudez
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with no loss of seniority, contractual 
increases and benefi ts, step or lane, sick 
or vacation days;

(b) Pay Mr. Bermudez $49,000 as pen-
sionable back pay, less legally required 
deductions;

(c) Affi  rm that Mr. Bermudez was not 
issued a performance evaluation rating 
for the 2013-2014 school year, and place 
him on a biennial evaluation cycle such 
that he shall next receive a performance 
evaluation rating for the 2016-2017 
school year; and

 (d) Assign Mr. Bermudez to the Reas-
signed Teacher Pool eff ective May 26, 

2015 through the conclusion of the 
2014-2015 school year.

“To my sisters and brothers in the CTU, I 
say organize, be organized and stick with your 
union,” Bermudez said. 

Bermudez was represented in his arbitration 
by CTU attorney Jennifer Poltrock and by 
CTU attorneys Robin Potter and � addeus 
Goodchild in the hearing proceedings before 
the IELRB. Congratulations to him and the 
rank-and-fi le CTU members at Juarez for stick-
ing together in their unending support for one 
another. Solidarity!  CTU

Robin Potter is a CTU attorney and the founder of 
Robin B. Potter & Associates, P.C.

Judge Certifies CTU Members as Class in Race Discrimination Suit
BY PAVLYN JANKOV 
AND ROBIN POTTER

Even before the current Chicago 
Teachers Union administration 
took over in 2010, our leadership 

and activists challenged school clos-
ings, school actions, turnarounds, 
layoffs, and in particular, the savage 
layoffs of tenured and African-Ameri-
can teachers. 

In 2009, CTU lawyers began � ling 
charges at the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission challenging 
Chicago Public Schools’ discriminatory 
turnaround policy. On Friday, May 22, 
federal judge Milton Shadur certi� ed 
the class of more than 1,700 

African-American teachers and staff 
laid off in 2011. At the same time, CTU 
members publicized the ruling and 
under the theme, “Black Teachers Mat-
ter.” The ruling has been a long time 
coming and there is more work left to 
do, including resolving pending CTU 
discrimination cases challenging lay-
offs and school actions in other years. 

The layoff case will now proceed on 
the merits, through trial and injunctive 
relief, unless resolved. The judge stat-
ed, “If the Board is found liable under 
either an intentional or disparate 
impact theory of discrimination, this 
Court will take up the common ques-
tion of what injunctive relief is appro-
priate—and thereafter any remaining 

damages claims will either be severed 
or tried together to a jury following 
appropriate notice and the opportunity 
to opt out being given to class mem-
bers.” The CTU has also requested that 
all affected teachers and PSRPs be 
reinstated and made whole, and that 
a monitor be appointed to evaluate and 
oversee the layoff processes at CPS.

The CTU thanks its members for 
standing up to � ght school actions and 
discriminatory layoffs and turnarounds, 
and is committed to seeking justice 
for all our members. CTU

Pavlyn Jankov is a CTU Quest Center 
Researcher, and Robin Potter is a CTU 
attorney and the founder of Robin B. Potter 
& Associates, P.C. 
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�e questions we’re 
asking go beyond 

Urban Prep’s 
specific practices. 
�is is about the 
ethics and fiscal 
responsibility of 

Urban Prep and all 
charter schools.
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Why My Charter School Needs a Union
BY DAVE WOO

Why does my charter school need a union? 
In a word: accountability. After having 
worked at Chicago’s Urban Prep Charter 

Academy for six years, I have serious concerns 
about how resources are allocated by my own 
charter network. And my research into whether 
charter schools are truly public or private entities 
under the law has convinced me that these prob-
lems aren’t confined to schools like Urban Prep 
or Chicago’s United Neighborhood Organiza-
tion (UNO) network. �ere are serious ques-
tions that need to be asked about the lack of 
accountability for charter school operators. 
Having a union at charters schools will force 
operators to think twice before doing anything 
that isn’t in the best interest of students.

Shining a light

When a majority of teachers and staff at 
Urban Prep decided to organize a union repre-
sented by the Chicago Alliance of Charter Teach-
ers and Staff, one of the first actions we took was 
to file a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request in order to get a better sense of how the 
Urban Prep network uses the tax dollars and 
private donations it receives. Here are some of 
the things we found:

1. Urban Prep spends over a quarter of 
a million dollars a year renting out down-
town office space across the street from 
the Trump International Hotel and Tow-
er for the network administrative staff.

2. Urban Prep spends $70,000 dollars 
every year to take all of its staff to St. 
Charles, Illinois (a far west suburb almost 

an hour away from Urban Prep’s closest 
campus) for a network retreat.

3. Urban Prep pays its principals’ salaries 
are comparable to the salaries Chicago 
Public Schools principals, but pays first 
year teachers $10,000 less on average 
than what the average CPS teacher earns.

4. Urban Prep pays Tim King $220,000 
to run three schools while the CEO of 
CPS earns $250,000 to run a district of 
nearly 700 schools.

5. Since January 2014, Urban Prep has 
paid just over $100,000 to public rela-
tions firms.

Raising questions

Although the FOIAs haven’t uncovered 
anything illegal, Urban Prep’s allocation of 
resources raises questions about whether this 
money is actually going to improve the educa-
tion of students. Our decision to form a union 
at Urban Prep isn’t primarily about compen-
sation. It is about asking Urban Prep why they 
choose to rent out a space downtown for their 
administrative offices, when they could use a 
fraction of their rent to provide better tech-
nology to teachers (many teachers have had to 
purchase their own technology resources or 
ask for donations from Urban Prep). It is about 
asking Urban Prep why their administrators 
deserve comparable wages to their CPS coun-
terparts, but teachers apparently don’t. But the 
questions we’re asking go beyond Urban Prep’s 
specific practices. �is is about the ethics and 
fiscal responsibility of Urban Prep and all char-
ter schools.

Photo courtesy of Leah Raffanti
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Not an isolated problem

I recently had the opportunity to share a paper that 
I wrote at the American Educational Research Asso-
ciation 2015 meeting in Chicago. � e paper centered 
on a case involving Chicago’s largest charter network: 
UNO Charter Schools. A gym teacher at one of the 
UNO schools was dismissed and the teacher fi led a 
suit claiming that he had been discharged unfairly for 
whistle blowing about an incident of student-to-stu-
dent sexual harassment. Although the case never went 
to trial, it picqued my interest in trying to understand 
whether charter schools are truly public or private 
entities under the law. Both my research into 
UNO’s questionable business practices and my own 
experiences as a charter school educator have made 
me acutely aware of what is at stake if some sort of 
check is not placed on charter school operators.

Waiting for answers

I’m convinced that unions are an important mech-
anism for holding charter schools accountable. In 
recent years, a coalition of forces has successfully 
framed unions as being resistant to reform and being 
a detriment to changes that are needed in schools. 
� e recent fi lms, Waiting for Superman and � e 
Lottery are prime examples of this eff ort to demonize 
unions. (As a side note, our founder required all of 
our employees to sit through both of these movies 
as professional development). And while unionization 
won’t address all of the accountability issues in charter 
schools, unions can help to shine a light into the dark 
unknown crevices of charter school management.

Still waiting

Eff orts by teachers and staff  at schools like Urban 
Prep should also encourage taxpayers to ask their own 
questions about the kinds of schools they are funding, 
and why teachers feel the need to organize in order 
to stand up to administrators. Urban Prep was sched-
uled to hold a public board meeting on April 16. Many 
teachers and parents had hoped to attend in order to 
get answers to the sorts of questions that I’ve outlined 
here. � e meeting was canceled on the evening of 
April 15. It has yet to be rescheduled. CTU

Dave Woo has been a teacher at Chicago’s Urban Prep 
Academy for six years. � is article was reprinted with the 
permission of Jennifer Berkshire at the EduShyster blog. 
Send tips and comments to tips@edushyster.com.

UNION

AT Urban Prep Academies

To empower
our students...
empower
our educators.

NOW!
3

Author Dave 
Woo, second 

from left in 
the � rst row, 
says that his 
concerns go 
beyond just 
Urban Prep. 

Photo courtesy of  
Leah Raff anti
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Illinois Public Schools  
Could Raise Performance with  
More Homegrown Teachers
BY JIMMY LUGO

I f there’s a sweet spot for a Chicago Public 
Schools principal, I’m living it. For the 
last two years, I’ve had the good fortune 

to lead a predominantly Latino elementary 
school in Humboldt Park, the neighborhood 
where I grew up and that I have called home 
for much of my life. My school is a great fit 
for me. I also believe that my background is 
a good fit for my school.

Students and families here believe that I 
understand where they’re coming from. �ey 
know that I won’t ignore or dismiss their 
perspectives or circumstances. �ey recog-
nize that I am committed to creating oppor-
tunities for all of our children to feel safe and 
succeed. �ese feelings lay a strong founda-
tion for our school culture, and culture is a 
powerful force—in private businesses as well 
as in public schools—for shaping and achiev-
ing desired outcomes.

As principal, I decided early on to invest 
in educators who are able to immediately 
connect with my students. When I was a 
principal-in-training at a school in Chicago 
Lawn, I noticed a group of teachers who 
stood out. �ey were able to quickly connect 

with families and enlist them as partners in 
educating children. �ey had high expecta-
tions and tied lessons to people, places and 
events that were relevant to students’ lives. 
�ey were adept at handling the social chal-
lenges related to the neighborhood in which 
they worked. And their students often out-
performed others.

�ese are my observations of educators 
who graduated from Grow Your Own 
(GYO) Teachers, a statewide program that 
recruits diverse teacher candidates from 
low-income urban and rural areas and pre-
pares them to teach in public schools. When 
I was hired as principal at my school—where 
more than 91 percent of students are Lati-
no—I inherited a few GYO teachers and 
then I went out and hired a couple more. 
�ese are passionate, dedicated and cultur-
ally competent Latino teachers who drive 
improvements in academic outcomes. �e 
paradigm shift that occurs when students 
can see themselves in their teachers has a 
lifelong impact and helps to positively mold 
communities.

And GYO teachers tend to stay in the 
classroom. Many of them grew up or live in 
the neighborhoods where they teach, and 

Despite the 
competitive 

advantage GYO 
teachers provide 

schools, however, 
the program is now 

on the chopping 
block, among 

several programs 
targeted by Gov. 

Bruce Rauner 
which help racially 

and economically 
diverse students 

earn college degrees 
and enter 

professions.
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many have previous experience working as parapro-
fessionals at their schools. Only one of my four GYO 
teachers has transferred out to another public school 
that is closer to where she lives. By contrast, teacher 
attrition was 54 percent in Humboldt Park, one of 
22 communities in Chicago where, on average, more 
than half of the teachers left their position between 
2008 and 2012, according to an analysis by Catalyst 
Chicago.

Despite the competitive advantage GYO teachers 
provide schools, however, the program is now on 
the chopping block, among several programs tar-
geted by Gov. Bruce Rauner which help racially and 
economically diverse students earn college degrees 
and enter professions.

Diversity among Illinois teachers bears no resem-
blance to rising student diversity, and here in Chi-
cago, there is a huge teacher-student diversity gap.

Instead of writing it off , state lawmakers must 
allocate GYO the resources it needs to achieve its 
goal: creating a solid pipeline of highly-eff ective 
teachers of color. Recently, the New York Times 
identifi ed teacher diversity and low retention of 
minority teachers as critical policy issues across the 
country. GYO addresses both issues, yet in recent 
years it has been allocated only $1.5 million—about 
half of what it needs for full operation—and a pit-
tance in the state’s overall $91 billion budget.

� e program even saves districts’ hiring costs 

when it reduces teacher turnover, off setting a portion 
of what is spent on the program to the tune of about 
$20,000 per candidate. So far, that amounts to at 
least a couple million in savings, and there’s more to 
come once candidates who are still in school earning 
degrees land jobs in K-12 classrooms.

Critics of the program cite teacher candidates 
who don’t make it and drop out, yet GYO stacks up 
favorably against other higher education programs 
that work with older students who are returning to 
college or who have never attended.

It’s time for Illinois to invest in growing the kind 
of teachers that we all want. Take it from a home-
grown principal whose path to a career in education 
included going back to college as an adult: Illinois 
needs a lot more homegrown teachers. CTU

Jimmy A. Lugo is principal of Harriet Beecher Stowe 
Elementary.
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Why Skilled Teachers Are 
Often the Best Union Leaders
BY LOIS WEINER

I’m struck by how many of the skills and under-
standings good teachers acquire can also make 
them fi ne union activists. � ough they may not 

realize it, teachers have already learned a great deal 
about organizing—through their work as teachers. 
� ough I never observed Karen Lewis teach, I’ll 
wager that as CTU president she uses skills that 
she mastered in her classroom, teaching strategies 
that empowered her students, making them critical 
thinkers and active learners. Instructional choices, 
though, are only part of what makes good union 
leaders like fi ne teachers, and vice versa. Another 
similarity is that union offi  cers pledged to leading 
“member-driven” unions (again, as Lewis reminds 
us she is) are elected on programs they help members 
to realize. Members have voted on the “curriculum” 
by electing leaders who are pledged to carry out 
specifi c practices and ideals.

Being a chapter leader/building representative in 
most schools today is similar to teaching students who 
have become accustomed to “skill, drill, kill.” Many 
teachers, like students, have become socialized to fol-
lowing orders, no matter how counterproductive to 

real learning. � ey know what they’re being told to do 
is boring and irrelevant to their lives but as John Dewey 
notes in “My Pedagogic Creed,” their chains have 
become comfortable. Breaking free doesn’t seem worth 
the eff ort, especially when the disciplinary apparatus 
to keep teachers and students in line is so threatening. 
What if members don’t want to be empowered? Great 
chapter leaders draw on the thinking and strategies 
fi ne teachers use when faced with a class that wants 
teachers to “deliver” the lesson rather than supporting 
them to think, to “own” their learning.

I think building a democratic culture in the union 
that supports members to act on their own behalf 
uses the same strategies as creating a “community of 
learners” in a classroom. If you know how to do that, 
you’re more than halfway home to being a stupen-
dous chapter chair/building leader.

1. We create a culture of community. We try 
to make sure everyone feels cared for, by mak-
ing time and space for people to discuss what’s 
on their minds, their reality.

2. We fi nd ways to relate students’ reality to 
the curriculum. � at process may be a formal 
lesson or it may involve pointing out links 
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between what students care deeply about and 
the curriculum. If it’s not possible to make 
those connections, no matter how creative you 
are, it’s likely the curriculum needs to be 
adjusted or junked. (We can’t blame the stu-
dents for a rotten curriculum.)

3. We make sure the classroom is organized to 
support the behaviors we want. We have a plan 
for what we want achieved, but we leave space 
for hearing that what students want doesn’t 
coincide with our plan. As for dealing with stu-
dents who are negative, we’re firm but friendly. 
As one classroom management manual puts it, 
“Be a person but don’t take things personally.”

4. We try to trust our students. When prob-
lems occur we ask them what’s happened, 

rather than assuming they are at fault. We 
try not to be defensive.

Building union democracy in the 
school requires creating and nur-

turing a school culture that 
assumes that when prob-

lems occur, members 
have the right and 

capacity to 
organize a 

response. �ey reach out to one another and think 
through ideas. �ey understand themselves as being 
“the union”—often without realizing this is the case. 
Not every member is going to want to be empow-
ered, any more than every student in our class will 
cheerfully greet lessons that require shaking off those 
chains. Sometimes we have to take a step back and 
give students direct instruction to bring those unfa-
miliar or uncomfortable with active learning a chance 
to do what they feel is “real learning.”

Still, we know we have done our job well as teach-
ers when our students can do challenging work with 
one another without our supervision. �at same 
environment defines a democratic, mobilized union 
chapter: a sense of clear purpose, possibility and 
power. CTU

Lois Weiner is a writer, educator and teachers union 
activist. �is article was reprinted from New Politics 

(http://www.newpol.org) with her permission.
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The Expansion of Diploma Mills  
in Chicago Public Schools
BY SARAH HAINDS

Two years ago, when Chicago Public Schools 
published the 10-year Facilities Master Plan 
(FMP), the district claimed to need an addi-

tional 56,500 “seats” for students in alternative (now 
called “options”) schools. �e targeted students fall 
into the following categories:

 » Re-enrolled dropouts
 » Students at risk of dropping out
 » Students needing emergency placement due to 
pending expulsion

 » Students who have already been expelled from 
CPS schools. 
At that time, there were 7,014 students enrolled 

in four district schools, 13 private schools and about 
20 Youth Connections Charter Schools (YCCS). 
Now, there are 9,387 students enrolled in four dis-
trict-run, 23 privately run and 20 YCCS network 

schools; the number of privately-run alternative 
schools doubled in the last two years, yet there is no 
evidence that the approaches taken by these schools 
benefit the targeted students.

CPS recently announced charter and contract 
proposals for the 2015-2016 school year. Among the 
list of potential candidates are 12 new “options” schools 
that propose to enroll 2,840 students, and YCCS, 
which proposes two more campuses enrolling 475 
students. Even if these schools are approved, there 
would still be a gap of 44,273 “seats” to be filled by 
options schools.

Recent news coverage has exposed the quick 
expansion of privately run alternative schools in CPS. 
According to Catalyst Chicago, “Chicago’s expansion 
is part of a national trend of widespread growth in 
private, for-profit alternative schools.” �is rapid 
expansion presents reasons to be skeptical: How 
accurate is CPS’ assessment that there is in fact a 
need for 56,500 seats in alternative schools, and why 
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isn’t CPS expanding any of the district-run 
alternative schools? If CPS had given neighbor-
hood high schools proper support, wouldn’t it 
be better equipped to retain students in the first 
place, and also reduce the number of students 
“at risk” of dropping out?

Most of the new schools utilize an online 
model of teaching, leaving students to work by 
themselves most of the time. As Catalyst 
explains, many of the schools (referred to as 
“diploma mills”) are in storefront buildings, and 
the students can pass an entire semester-long 
course in as little as three weeks. While the 
schools were touted as serving “at risk” students 
who have already dropped out or are at risk for 
dropping out, Catalyst interviewed CPS high 
school students who were counseled to switch 
to these schools as a faster way to earn their 
diploma. �e sending school gets credit for the 
student’s graduation and the CPS high school’s 
name is on the diploma. �e school also, how-
ever, loses the student in enrollment calculations 
which means losing dollars. Neighborhood high 
schools have recently experienced a tremendous 
loss in students—and therefore funds—due to 
charter expansion and “turnarounds.” �ese new 
fast track alternative schools will further the 
decline of neighborhood high schools, leading 
to less money, fewer staff, program cuts and 
related harms.

�e Chicago Teachers Union is concerned 
about the rapid expansion of “diploma mills” 
for several reasons. First, it is unlikely that 
students receive the same level of education in 
these fast track, online schools, as they do in 
CPS high schools. Second, the CTU opposes 
education outsourcing to for-profit companies. 
Our students should not be part of a company’s 

“bottom line,” used to entice investors. Stu-
dents must come first, not corporate profit. 
�ird, as more students are lured into these 
programs, neighborhood high schools will lose 
students—some are already operating with low 
numbers of students —and therefore may face 
further reductions in the necessary academic 
programs and supports they need. �is will 
lead to more students being pushed into the 
“diploma mills.” It’s a vicious cycle. 

Finally, the CTU is committed to creating 
the schools Chicago’s students deserve, which 
includes our commitment to work with students 
to develop contextualized technology skills rang-
ing from audio and video production, to numer-
ical data analysis, to the ability to type effectively. 
�ese skills can be best developed through a 
robust, collaborative curriculum in which tech-
nology usage is embedded in a range of learning 
activities that encourages students to question 
how and why specific technologies are used, for 
what purposes and whether other tools may be 
more effective in a given situation. �is is the 
kind of curriculum that recognizes nuance, com-
plexity and uncertainty, and creates the flexible, 
thoughtful, creative and engaged problem solvers 
all children need to become. 

At no point, however, will children reach 
these goals when technology is treated as an end 
in itself or as a fast track to education.

�e CTU is seeking input from teachers 
about the misuse of technology and information 
on any programs provided by outside vendors 
that are only aimed at test prep and not helpful 
to teachers or students for other reasons. Please 
email Sarah Hainds at sarahhainds@ctulocal1.
com with any information to share. CTU

Sarah Hainds is a CTU Quest Center researcher.
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How We Read: Paper vs. Screen
BY JENNIFER JOHNSON

In an era and in a district that is relying increasingly 
on the use of computer screens in schools, stu-
dents, teachers and parents often wonder, “Is all 

that screen time actually helping learning?” Many 
researchers have focused on how much screen time—
between televisions and computers—is appropriate 
for children and students of various ages and have 
enumerated the negative impacts of using various 
screens for long periods of time. Research has linked 
excessive screen time to increased rates of childhood 
obesity, irregular sleep patterns, behavioral problems 
among our youth, and even recently, to a decrease in 
young people’s ability to recognize emotions through 
facial expressions and verbal cues. �e American 
Academy of Pediatrics recommends no screen time 
for children age 2 and under, and no more than two 
hours per day for all other children. 

More and more, the consensus is that limiting 
screen time is vitally important to the well-being of 
children. However, despite acknowledgement of the 
detrimental health effects of too much sitting in front 
of a screen, online curriculum and online testing 
continue to be rolled out in schools across Chicago. 
Students are using online curriculum for credit 
recovery, for art and physical education, reading and 
math skill studies, and of course, to take a new bat-
tery of standardized tests (i.e. PARCC). 

While a 21st century life is sure to be filled with 
technology, the extent to which using a computer 
should be the go-to method in schools to achieve 
academic growth is questionable based on evidence 
about excessive screen time. According to Ferris 
Jabr’s article in the April 2013 Scientific American, 
“�e Reading Brain in the Digital Age: �e Science 
of Paper versus Screen” (http://www.

scientificamerican.com/article/reading-pa-
per-screens/), students, teachers and parents might 
be missing a critical argument against sitting in front 
of screens to learn: whether reading on a screen 
actually leads to improved reading comprehension 
as compared to reading on a traditional printed page.

According to the article, when a person reads, their 
brain has to do the mental work of recognizing the 
letters as though they were objects and distinguish 
between them. �e brain tries to “perceive a text in 
its entirety as a kind of physical landscape.” Reading 
a physical book provides more context and physical 
clues to be able to situate what you’re reading in your 
mind than does reading the same text on a screen. 
When reading an actual book, there are often eight 
corners of the book open to two pages at a time, and 
as you read it (i.e., turn each page with your fingers), 
the pile of pages left to read becomes smaller. �at’s 
why you can often remember where on a page you 
read something when you go back to look for it. 

On a screen, however, a reader has fewer cues to 
situate what they’re reading in a larger context as they 
can only view so much at a time. One has to scroll 
and scroll to find what they’re looking for and it’s 
often harder to remember where to look on a screen. 
According to some researchers, the way reading on 
a screen changes this kind of navigation and context 
can impact reading comprehension. �e author states 
that the inherently tactile nature of reading on a page 
may have real benefits to learning.

Other research also questions whether reading on 
a screen allows readers to learn information rather 
than just retain information compared to reading on 
a printed page. We know that reading on screens (due 
to the additional light) can lead to “eye strain, head-
aches and blurred vision,” according to Jabr, none of 
which are conducive to learning. Studies have also 
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shown that the additional action of having 
to scroll through pages on a screen actually 
takes “more mental resources” than physi-
cally turning a page. �is means that reading 
on a screen can actually tire you out more 
easily than reading a physical page. Percep-
tions of reading on screens also may cause 
a reader to bring less “mental effort to screens 
in the first place,” as readers looking at a 
screen are more likely to take short cuts like 
“browsing, scanning and hunting for words” 
rather than reading a document one time 
thoroughly in a focused manner. Research-
ers have found that “people seem less inclined 
to engage in what psychologists call meta-
cognitive learning regulation—strategies 
such as setting specific goals, re-reading 
difficult sections and checking how much 
one has understood along the way” when 
reading on a screen. �ese strategies, which 
contribute to reading comprehension, are 
more prevalent when a reader is using phys-
ical reading material (book, magazine, news-
paper, etc.). When you read on a screen, you 

may not take reading so seriously. 
In many instances, creators of e-readers 

are trying to make the experience of using 
their tablet more like reading an actual book. 
Jabr rightly questions why companies are 
trying to reinvent the proven technology—
paper—yet there are benefits of e-readers. 
�eir portability and capacity for storage of 
volumes of material are real advantages that 
could help students ease the burden of heavy 
backpacks and allow them to access a wider 
variety of resources. Reading on a tablet may 
become more like reading on a book page 
as technology advances, but most schools 
are still relying on desktop and laptop com-
puters, housed only at the school building, 
and these computers more often than not 
still require students to engage in the inferior 
act of scrolling to read rather than clicking 
to turn a page. Students in Chicago who 
cannot afford the most updated e-reader 
technology at home are at a disadvantage if 
no physical books are provided or the books 
are outdated and in poor shape. 
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Certainly, educators cannot be lud-
dites in this technology-centric world, 
but it is important to know the dangers 
of excessive screen time and the potential 
drawbacks of reading on screens. We 
must advocate for our students in schools 
which often have limited ability to pay 
for acquiring the best, most updated and 
well-researched technologies, let alone 
provide educators with adequate training 
on how to best use technology. 

�e close of Jabr’s article acknowledg-
es that perhaps our students who have 
more experience reading online from 
younger ages will outgrow the current 
problems with reading on screens. But 
one has to wonder, with so much research 
pointing to the benefits of reading and 
learning in the absence of screens, 
shouldn’t Chicago Public Schools focus 
on providing libraries with books and 
licensed librarians in every school, as well 
as appropriate and updated physical 
instructional materials in every class-
room? Providing schools with this tech-
nology and teachers the skills to use it to 
further learning gained through reading 
ought to be a priority rather than replac-
ing teachers and classes with online pro-
grams and increasing online testing, but 
let’s not throw the baby out with the 
bathwater. Students need to experience, 
to practice, to explore, to research, to 
experiment, to play, to move and to per-
form—and sometimes they just need to 
curl up and read a good old-fashioned 
book. CTU

Jennifer Johnson is the CTU Teacher 
Evaluation Facilitator. 

Teacher Evaluation in Chicago:  
Time Consuming,  
Expensive and 
Inconsequential  
to Learning
BY CAROL CAREF, PH.D.

The Chicago Board of Education continues to 
ignore what every teacher knows: �e main 
things that struggling students need are related 

to social factors beyond classroom walls. Our stu-
dents deserve both a city and a school district that 
recognize the complex factors that impact their 
quality of life, including economics, housing, health 
security and racial injustice. 

�e Chicago Public Schools teacher evaluation 
system ignores these factors and instead promotes 
time-consuming, stress-inducing procedures that 
do not help students. �is system is both unneces-
sary and expensive. Teachers need time to work 
together, observe each other’s classes, take advantage 
of relevant professional learning opportunities and 
implement helpful suggestions from administrators 
or colleagues. Instead, teachers are spending hours 
learning about the intricacies of REACH, the 
Framework for Teaching and the Performance Task 
Handbook; as well as writing pre- and post-confer-
ence forms, grading and uploading Performance Task 
scores, planning test-prep activities and analyzing 
standardized test data. �is is not teacher improve-
ment work. �is is teacher compliance work. In the 
end, teachers are sorted into categories—in many 
cases based on arbitrary decisions. 

�e main arguments for implementing teacher 
evaluation reference the struggling, “unsatisfactory” 
teachers. �e Chicago Teachers Union has never 
denied the existence of these teachers. We have 
always said that they must receive sufficient supports 
and due process before losing their jobs. �ere are 
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some teachers who are not a good fit for the profes-
sion and need to leave. �e current REACH system 
has identified about 3 percent of teachers in the 
“unsatisfactory” category. Does the identification of 
a small number of “unsatisfactory”-rated teachers 
justify this expensive, time-intensive system? Surely 
there are ways to identify struggling teachers that 
don’t throw the whole system into turmoil.

In addition to the hours of time teachers spend on 
REACH instead of teaching students, CPS spends 
way too much money on teacher evaluation. Since 
2013, the district has paid more than $2 million to 
True North Logic, the company that runs the Reflect 
and Learn (RLS) software, and will spend another 
$500,000 next year. �is is the vendor that contrib-
uted to the very late release of 2013-14 evaluation 
reports (October 30, 2014). CPS spent $750,000 over 
the past two years for instructional framework support 
services from the Consortium for Educational Change 
(CEC), and has a new five-year $1.1 million contract 
with them for evaluator certification. �e district also 
spends $200,000 annually for the value-added calcu-
lations used in REACH. A contract with Battelle for 
Kids for communication services costs another 
$250,000. �is is in addition to the $600,000 autho-
rized in spring of 2012 for Roster Verification. 

It is difficult to identify and quantify all evalua-
tion expenditures, but in just this year, CPS spent 
at least $3 million on personnel devoted to REACH 
and on teacher evaluation-related vendors. 

�ere are several issues that CPS needs to look 
at regarding REACH; in fact, these should have 
been investigated before implementing this costly 
and time-consuming system. Issues include the 
extent to which:

 » Educators and administrators implement REACH 
as a collaborative process based on mutual under-
standings of the process and with the goal of help-
ing improve instruction

 » Administrators accurately and consistently imple-
ment REACH rather than being allowed to use 
the system in a punitive way 

 » Time spent doing REACH focuses on compliance 
versus dialogue, reflection and growth

 » �e time, money and resources spent on PD meet 
the needs of educators to improve instruction 

 » Time, money and resources spent on current stu-
dent growth measures are appropriately spent

 » REACH accurately and fairly evaluates and pro-
vides support for the breadth of educators currently 
being evaluated under the system
Teachers deserve support and not additional stress 

when it comes to providing quality instruction, 
improving practice, evaluation and recognition for the 
roles they play in students’ lives. �e CTU anticipates 
a tough fight ahead against the harmful practices 
associated with the current evaluation system. CTU

Carol Caref, Ph.D., is the CTU Research Consultant. 
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Book Review: The Educator and the Oligarch
BY MICHELLE GUNDERSON

“What would happen if one of the wealthiest men in 
the world decided to remake the institution of public 
education in America? What if that man believed he 
understood the secrets of success, and sought to align 
the nation’s schools to his vision and methods?” 
—Anthony Cody

In his recent book, Educator and the Oligarch, 
writer Anthony Cody revisits his dialogue with 
the Gates Foundation, headed by our nation’s 

richest person, Bill Gates. � roughout the book, 
Cody stands his ground as a lifelong educator who 
believes in schools as cooperative workplaces and in 
the dignity of the teaching profession. Cody exposes 
the Gates Foundation agenda—to infl uence national 
education policy towards a market-driven school 
model through spending unprecedented amounts 
of money—and gives his readers the analysis needed 
to defend our profession.

Do you currently feel overwhelmed in your work? 
Do you feel that no matter how hard you try, teachers 
are still being vilifi ed in the media? Cody puts it this 
way: “� e media is currently the playing the tune 
called by billionaires.” When we read Cody’s text we 
realize that Gates is conducting the orchestra.

Why should this matter to Chicago teachers? Many 
of the reforms espoused by the Gates Foundation such 
as Common Core, teacher accountability based on 
student test results and the elimination of teacher 
tenure, are all issues with which our union has taken 
a strong and principled stance. Cody outlines the tac-
tics of the Gates Foundation and clearly explains how 
they have spent billions in their attempts to shape 
schools into a competition-based system of 
education.

� is is a system of giving that 
Chicago Teachers Union Presi-
dent Karen Lewis often refers to 
as “vulture philanthropy.”

� is also matters to us as Chi-
cago educators because the Gates 
Foundation has had tremendous 
infl uence on the education poli-
cies of the Obama administration. All of us can feel 
the infl uence of politics and money in our classrooms, 
and Cody explicitly outlines the trajectory that these 
policies have taken.

In the fi rst part of his book, Cody describes the 
assault on public education. Of particular interest to 
unionists is chapter three’s description of the eating 
away of tenure rights based on Gates Foundation pol-
icies. In part two, Cody analyzes his direct conversa-
tions with the Gates Foundation. � e third section of 
the book explores the upheaval that Gates Foundation 
policies wreak in our schools. Part four of the book 
looks at the destructive impact the Gates Foundation 
measures have had on schools. In the fi nal section of 
the book, Cody looks into the undue infl uence of 
philanthropists in the forming of education policy.

Gates uses his billions to infl uence education, yet 
he has no teaching experience of his own. When you 
read Cody’s words you feel you are in the presence of 
a master teacher who truly knows our profession and 

When we read Cody’s text, we 
realize that Gates is conducting 
the orchestra.
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how to uphold it. His work is a model for all of us on 
how to speak truth to power. What we have as union-
ists in our defense against one man having this much 
power and infl uence are our ideas. Reading books like 
Cody’s Educator and the Oligarch arms us with the 
ammunition we need for this fi ght. CTU

Michelle Gunderson is a teacher at Nettlehorst Elementary 
School and a member of the CTU Big Bargaining Team. 

Please call if  
you’ve been injured
If you’ve been hurt at work or in a car 
accident, I can help. 

I have worked with hundreds of people, just 
like you, and together we can ensure that 
things are made right and you receive 
everything you deserve.

My name is David Iammartino, I am a former 
attorney for the City of Chicago Board of 
Education and my wife is a CTU member. 

There’s no cost to explore your options and  
you owe it to yourself—and your family—to  
learn your rights.

Attorney David A. Iammartino 
Parente & Norem, P.C. 

221 N LaSalle St. | 27th Floor | Chicago, IL 60601

Call Today 773-653-6202
This is attorney advertising material.

Write On!
BY LAURA HURTT 

Dana Arias’ book, Dear Parents: From Your Child’s Loving 
Teacher, is a series of letters written from a teacher’s 
perspective to help parents understand why teachers 

need their support. It provides specifi c suggestions for how 
to develop communication skills at home to prepare children 
for success in the classroom. � e fundamental message to 
parents is that children who are not building listening and 
speaking skills at home are not adequately prepared for 
academic success.

As teachers, we are continuously searching for ways to 
encourage every student to become a stronger writer. We 
strive to teach strategies that will empower students to be 
heard through the written word. Arias is a writer’s role model. 
She saw a need to communicate with parents about the power 
of home-school connections and wrote a book about it.

Arias began her teaching career in Texas. In 2005 she 
moved to Chicago where she taught bilingual third grade 
students for fi ve years in Rogers Park. During that time, 
she was elected to be a member of the Local School Coun-
cil (LSC) at New Field Elementary. Arias is currently the 
librarian at New Field.

During her time teaching and serving on the LSC, Arias 
kept hearing the same questions from parents: Why are 
teachers asking me to do this, and how can I help? Her book 
helps open an important dialogue between parents and teach-
ers. � e biggest takeaway is that we are all in this together.

Arias’ book has been well received. In August, the book 
was featured on WGN as a segment of a “Back to School” 
series to help prepare parents for the new school year. 
Teachers in the Franklin Park School District 84 selected 
the book for their teacher/parent book club. � is summer, 
Arias has been invited to speak at the International Lit-
erary Fair in St. Louis.

As summer break approaches, I suggest you send stu-
dents home with the fi rst chapter of Dear Parents: From 
Your Child’s Loving Teacher. You can download the chapter 
at www.dearparentsbook/blog. CTU

Laura Hurtt is a fi rst grade teacher at New Field Elementary.

BOOK REVIEWS
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We truly 
stand on the 
shoulders of 
giants.

EVENTS

Peter Camarata Labor History Seminar
BY PATRICIA BOUGHTON

Peter J. Camarata was a labor organizer, co-found-
er of Teamsters for a Democratic Union and an 
activist for the rights of working class people the 

world over. In honor of his contributions to labor and 
human rights activism, his family created the Peter J. 
Camarata Scholarship Fund. �is fund, whose pur-
pose is to promote labor activism through education, 
held its first class seminar on March 2 at the University 
of Illinois-Chicago. 

Camarata began his labor career in Detroit as a 
trucker, dock worker and organizer for Teamsters 
Local 299, Teamster president Jimmy Hoffa’s home 
local. �e Teamsters union was riddled with cor-
ruption as the popular Hoffa was imprisoned by the 
federal government and forbidden from participating 
in the union. Hoffa’s successor, Frank Fitzsimmons, 
was a tool of mob-controlled interests and ran the 
Teamsters with an iron fist.

In 1976, Camarata courageously confronted the 
leadership of the union at its annual convention in 
Las Vegas. He protested Fitzsimmons granting him-
self a huge raise, and accused him of taking bribes 
and kickbacks from employers and selling out his 
members. As a result of speaking out at the conven-
tion, Camarata was severely beaten and run out of 
Las Vegas by Teamster goons.

Camarata returned to Detroit and organized 
Local 299 workers in a wildcat strike. As a result of 
his activism, Pete was fired from his job at E.C. 
Smith and expelled from the Teamsters after being 
accused by the leadership of making public 

statements critical of the union. With the help of 
his family and rank and file members, federal judge 
James Churchill issued a permanent injunction rein-
stating Camarata to the union.

In the ensuing years, Camarata ran for president 
of the Teamsters as a reform candidate. He didn’t 
win, but eventually, because of his courage and activ-
ism, another reform candidate, Ron Carey, was 
elected president in 1997. Camarata also testified 
before Congress about the influence of organized 
crime in the hierarchy of the union and continued 
his labor activism, not only on behalf of Teamsters 
members, but for anyone who needed his help.

�e U.I.C. seminar was sponsored by Robin 
Potter, Camarata’s widow, and his stepchildren Jack-
son and Aimee. �e focus of the class was the evo-
lution of the labor movement in the United States 
from the birth of the Industrial Revolution in the 
late 19th century to the present day with the Chicago 
Teacher’s Union strike of 2012.

We discussed how the goals of workers and cor-
porations often clashed, and that these clashes fre-
quently resulted in violent confrontations such as the 
Republic Steel strike in 1937; the Triangle Shirtwaist 
Fire of 1911; and various mining accidents and pro-
tests that resulted in death and injuries for workers.

We also discussed what some see as the role of 
unions in our society. For example, many of the old 
main-line unions such as the American Federation 
of Labor see as their purpose to defend and negotiate 
good contracts for their members. �ey do not see 
social justice or egalitarian issues as part of their 
mission, whereas some other unions embrace a social 

7
Pete Camarata 
(center) representing 
the Teamsters for a 
Democratic Union 
at an International 
Brotherhood of 
Teamsters march.  
Photo courtesy  
of Robin Potter
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EVENTS

Autism Awareness at Schurz High
BY SOFIA PAPPAS

In honor of Autism Awareness 
Month, the students from the 
Schurz High School cluster pro-

gram teamed up with their general 
education peers with the goal of 
building awareness within their 
school community. 

�e event featured a presenta-
tion by both the JROTC students 
as well as the dance students. Both 
groups were made up of a complete-
ly blended classroom, consisting of 
both students from the cluster pro-
gram, as well as general education 
students. �ese students worked 
tirelessly all year to ensure that their 
presentations were flawless. 

�e show opened up with the 
ceremonial Color Guard service that 
established a respectful and serious 
tone. �en came a sudden blackout, 
and a hush fell over the shocked 
crowd as the spotlight hit the screen 
with a short, exciting film highlight-
ing last year’s Special Olympics 
events. �e film ended with a tran-
sition to the Chicago Bulls 

introduction theme song. A sense of 
familiarity and an overwhelming 
rush of emotions fell over the crowd 
as each athlete was introduced 
through the booming voice of Chris 
Baum, one of the program teachers, 
by name and their respective event.

�e crowd went wild and the stu-
dent athletes were met with a stand-
ing ovation filled with pride and 
respect for their true representation 
of what it means to be a Schurz Bull-
dog. �e celebration ended with a 
dance performance put on by mem-
bers of the cluster program as well 
two dance classes, directed by teacher 
Julia Gaylord.

�e event was a huge success. Each 
person walked away from the show 
with a rejuvenated sense of Bulldog 
pride and a greater appreciation for 
their community. �e students at 
Schurz have always been very inclusive 
of all people with differences and dis-
abilities. �e experience brought the 
school closer together and created 
memories to last a lifetime. CTU

Sofia Pappas is a special education 
teacher at Schurz High School. 

1
Pete Camarata (left) campaigning 
for Teamsters for a Democratic Union 
candidate Jerry Bliss in 1983 Teamsters 
Local 337 election in Michigan.  
Photo courtesy of Robin Potter

justice doctrine.
The importance of women and 

minorities in labor activism also was 
explored. Participants were given reading 
material to deepen understanding of the 
issues and obstacles confronting labor 
activists. We also learned that govern-
ment has, at various times in its history, 
either helped or hindered working people 
seeking their rights.

Camarata was one in a long line of 
courageous labor and social justice activ-
ists who dedicated their lives to the cause 
of working men and women across the 
globe. �is seminar provided the inspi-
ration to continue the work of these great 
men and women. We truly stand on the 
shoulders of giants.

�e Camarata and Potter families 
thank the CTU and its members for 
attending, and also thank professors Bob 
Bruno and Steve Ashby, faculty for the 
Camarata Labor History seminar. �e 
seminar is underwritten by the family via 
the CTU-AFT 501(c)(3) Fund. CTU

Patricia Boughton is a CPS retiree and a 
member of the CTU Black Caucus.

Photo courtesy of Sofia Pappas
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Delegates  
Not Present
HOUSE OF 
DELEGATES 
MEETING

Wednesday, 
May 6, 2015

Delegates  
Not Present
HOUSE OF 
DELEGATES 
MEETING

Wednesday, 
June 3, 2015

AL1 AUSTIN-NORTH LAWNDALE ELEMENTARY  Anderson, Grace A.; Proctor, Laurel ∕ AL2 AUSTIN-NORTH LAWNDALE ELEMENTARY  
Albrecht, Luke ∕ BP1 BURNHAM PARK ELEMENTARY  All Present ∕ BP2 BURNHAM PARK ELEMENTARY  Berger, Michael S.; Horton, 
Kawana T.; Ringhand, Allison B. ∕ EG1 ENGLEWOOD-GRESHAM ELEMENTARY  Ruff, Nadra C.; Sharp, Daisy L.; Ward, Lorna R. ∕ EG2 
ENGLEWOOD-GRESHAM ELEMENTARY  Dixon, Edmund; McNeal, Susie E.; Roche, Christine M. ∕ FR1 FULLERTON ELEMENTARY  De 
La Pena, Alejandra; Muhlberger, Mireya; Pena, Tasia L. ∕ FR2 FULLERTON ELEMENTARY  Coughlan, Elizabeth M.; Jacobson, Johanna T.; 
Kearns, Donald E.; Pfeiffer, Beth A.; White, David A. ∕ FL1 FULTON ELEMENTARY  All Present ∕ FL2 FULTON ELEMENTARY  All Present ∕ 
FSS FAR SOUTH SIDE HIGH SCHOOL  Arredondo, David; Randolph, Ian C.; Rountree, Eric F. ∕ GH1 GARFIELD-HUMBOLDT 
ELEMENTARY  Farder, Dejernet M.; Hudson, Jessie J.; Metzger, Suzanne M. ∕ GH2 GARFIELD-HUMBOLDT ELEMENTARY  
Smith, Elayne P.; Trentham, April L.; Watson, Joyce ∕ LC1 LAKE CALUMET ELEMENTARY  Saunders-Wolffe, Tanya L. ∕ 
LC2 LAKE CALUMET ELEMENTARY  Coronel, Dorina; Morgan, Kelly A.; Oliva, Melissa M. ∕ ME1 MIDWAY ELEMENTARY  
Davis, Sharon D.; Hester, Kamau L. ∕ ME2 MIDWAY ELEMENTARY  Auguste, Camille C.; Kosek, Suzanne D.; Magallanes, 
Lucero ∕ NW1 NORTH-NORTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Archambault, Kelly ; Goodman, Michael A.; Gryglak, Emma E.; Santana, 
Wilfredo; Schmidt, Sharon M.; Smith, Laura; Wasowski, Robert A. ∕ NW2 NORTH-NORTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Diamond, Amy 
M.; Hudson, Matthew E.; Jones, Janet S. ∕ OH1 O’HARE ELEMENTARY  Allison, David R.; Clarke, Deborah L.; Galligan, 
Mary V.; Irwin, Melissa L. ∕ OH2 O’HARE ELEMENTARY  Davidson, Susan K.; Gans, Howard L.; Kurzydlo, Vicki L.; Pappas, 
Liza R.; Sacks, Deborah ∕ PE1 PERSHING ELEMENTARY  Creed, Dawn E. ∕ PE2 PERSHING ELEMENTARY  Melero, Juanita; 
Moulton, Allison M.; Walls-Kirk, Kimberly A. ∕ PL1 PILSEN-LITTLE VILLAGE ELEMENTARY  Malas, Kathleen M.; Rentz, 
Kathleen M.; Toman, John A. ∕ PL2 PILSEN-LITTLE VILLAGE ELEMENTARY  Schiessl, Daniel M.; Zygowicz, Debra S. ∕ 
RR1 RAVENSWOOD-RIDGE ELEMENTARY  Feeney, Charles L.; Hopkins, Anne ∕ RR2 RAVENSWOOD-RIDGE ELEMENTARY  
Brooks, Laurie; Drase, George P.; Skweres, Steven ∕ RI1 ROCK ISLAND ELEMENTARY  Fenner, Soreida M.; Foy, Brandon J.; 
Hicks, David L.; Lekkas, Harry G. ∕ RI2 ROCK ISLAND ELEMENTARY  Andersen, Robert; Austin, Veronica W.; Calandriello, 
Joanna; Davis, Joyce R.; Harston-Lampkins, Angela S.; Scott, Shereen E. ∕ SK1 SKYWAY ELEMENTARY  All Present ∕ SK2 
SKYWAY ELEMENTARY  Murphy,Katherine I.; Sanchez, Lora ∕ SSH SOUTH SIDE H.S.  Cameron, Alisia L.; Grigsby, Lacy B.; 
Lucchesi, Lauren; Reed, Darryl L. ∕ SW1 SOUTHWEST SIDE H.S.  All Present ∕ SW2 SOUTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Obrien, Mark W.; Maniates, 
Evan P. ∕ WS1 WEST SIDE H.S.  Harris, Stephanie J. ∕ WS2 WEST SIDE H.S.  Bokar, Michael J.; Rice, Scott; Waters, Cynthia R. ∕ CITY-WIDE 
CAREER SERVICE  Callahan, Sharon D.; Gaither, Arttice S.; Hampton, Vermie L.; Parker-Taylor, Karmen L.; Riesco, Julieta; Spivey-Brown, 
Cheryl E.; Williams, Linda F.; Wright, Valarie A. ∕ CITY-WIDE  Boyle, �erese M.; Bures, Robert F.; Evans-Douglas, Tonya; Ford-Kendrick, 
Onna L.; Freed, Jeanne M.; Knudstrup, Karen A.; Ong, Jantra; Reilly, Mary Sharon; Schechtman, Judith B.; Slavitt, Marlene

AL1 AUSTIN-NORTH LAWNDALE ELEMENTARY  Anderson, Grace A.; Proctor, Laurel ∕ AL2 AUSTIN-NORTH LAWNDALE ELEMENTARY  Buchanan, 
Latasha B.; Doyle, Jacqueline L.; �rash, Rasheeda M. ∕ BP1 BURNHAM PARK ELEMENTARY  Crawley, Dorothy Q. ∕ BP2 BURNHAM PARK 
ELEMENTARY  Horton, Kawana T.; Ringhand, Allison B.; Washington, Nathalia A.; Zaturski, Steven A. ∕ EG1 ENGLEWOOD-GRESHAM 
ELEMENTARY  Miller, Tawanda L. ∕ EG2 ENGLEWOOD-GRESHAM ELEMENTARY  Dixon, Edmund; Jarrell, Ashley N.; Roche, Christine M. ∕ FR1 
FULLERTON ELEMENTARY  Chavez, Lisa B.; Milano, Dena M.; Morris, Leanne D.; Muhlberger, Mireya; Rivera, Anna M.; Vacco, Angela L. ∕ FR2 
FULLERTON ELEMENTARY  Bruehl, Steven C.; Coughlan, Elizabeth M.; Fister, Mary N.; Gonzalez, Juan M.; Jacobson, Johanna T.; Kearns, Donald 
E.; Weingarten, Wendy J. ∕ FL1 FULTON ELEMENTARY  Maurello, Rosemary S. ∕ FL2 FULTON ELEMENTARY  Otero, Edna E. 
∕ FSS FAR SOUTH SIDE HIGH SCHOOL  Arredondo, David; Doyle, Michael T.; Rountree, Eric F. ∕ GH1 GARFIELD-HUMBOLDT 
ELEMENTARY  Boatwright, Lowery E.; Farder, Dejernet M.; Metzger, Suzanne M. ∕ GH2 GARFIELD-HUMBOLDT ELEMENTARY  
Smith, Elayne P.; Woods, Unique L. ∕ LC1 LAKE CALUMET ELEMENTARY  Coleman, Angela K.; Dowd, Darnell A.; Effs, Dominique 
P.; Kallianis, Patricia L.; Saunders-Wolffe, Tanya L. ∕ LC2 LAKE CALUMET ELEMENTARY  Ceretto, Traci A.; Coronel, Dorina; 
Goodar, Vanessa P.; Morgan, Kelly A. ∕ ME1 MIDWAY ELEMENTARY  Finn, Nancy A.; Hester, Kamau L.; Outlaw, Cassandra; 
Stack, Bridget M. ∕ ME2 MIDWAY ELEMENTARY  Auguste, Camille C.; Jennings, Christina; Krzak, Jennifer L.; Linehan, Joseph 
A.; Magallanes, Lucero; McKay, Megan J. ∕ NW1 NORTH-NORTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Coupaud, Helena; Gryglak, Emma E.; Meegan, 
Timothy S.; Smith, Laura; Walach, Erin; Wasowski, Robert A. ∕ NW2 NORTH-NORTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Lionberger, John H.; 
O’Shea, Mary Rose; Payne, Scott W.; Pedersen, Christian E.; Yonan, Joanne S. ∕ OH1 O’HARE ELEMENTARY  Clarke, Deborah 
L.; Habetler, Deidre; Irwin, Melissa L.; Tsatsos, Mary G. ∕ OH2 O’HARE ELEMENTARY  Birschoff, Scott J.; Burchfield, Elizabeth 
J.; McLennon, Tasmie S.; Pappas, Liza R.; Reyes, Julia A.; Sacks, Deborah ∕ PE1 PERSHING ELEMENTARY  Creed, Dawn E. 
∕ PE2 PERSHING ELEMENTARY  Ferrin, Nicole M.; Melero, Juanita; Walls-Kirk, Kimberly A. ∕ PL1 PILSEN-LITTLE VILLAGE 
ELEMENTARY  Fragoso, Miguel; Hester, Alison K.; Martinez, Rutilio; Monahan, Dorothy M.; Rentz, Kathleen M.; Toman, John 
A. ∕ PL2 PILSEN-LITTLE VILLAGE ELEMENTARY  Ma, Amy; Schiessl, Daniel M. ∕ RR1 RAVENSWOOD-RIDGE ELEMENTARY  
Demeros, Aspasia A.; Feeney, Charles L.; �omas, Katherine G. ∕ RR2 RAVENSWOOD-RIDGE ELEMENTARY  Birden, Darren 
A.; Ebstein, Jody; Hartrich, Jeanne M.; Perez, Ziomara D.; Skweres, Steven ∕ RI1 ROCK ISLAND ELEMENTARY  Foy, Brandon J.; 
Lekkas, Harry G.; Martin, Donna M.; Menefee, Jeremy R.; Murphy, Erin A.; Tournoux, David S. ∕ RI2 ROCK ISLAND ELEMENTARY  Calandriello, 
Joanna; Davis, Joyce R.; Harston-Lampkins, Angela S.; Himes, Lewis; Parker, Andrea S.; Scott, Shereen E. ∕ SK1 SKYWAY ELEMENTARY  Blake 
Boose, Robin; Carter, Launder F. ∕ SK2 SKYWAY ELEMENTARY  Brown, Marlene; Brown-Murray, Adrienne J.; Coleman, Kathy L.; Jancaric, 
Lucille A.; Sanders, Lamar D. ∕ SSH SOUTH SIDE H.S.  Anders, Andrea G.; Grigsby, Lacy B.; Nichols-Sweat, Shari A.; Reed, Darryl L. ∕ SW1 
SOUTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Brode, Amanda A.; Burke, Heide L. ∕ SW2 SOUTHWEST SIDE H.S.  Crockett, Turan C.; MacLaren, Anne L.; Obrien, 
Mark W.; Pietruszka, Lauren N. ∕ WS1 WEST SIDE H.S.  Aliabadi, Habibollah; Dorrell, James P.; Fernandez, Alexander; Harris, Stephanie J.; 
Robinovitz, Isaac W. ∕ WS2 WEST SIDE H.S.  All Present ∕ CITY-WIDE CAREER SERVICE  Aguirre, Emma N.; Bullocks, Latonya N.; Guerrero, 
Genoveva; Hampton, Vermie L.; Parker-Taylor, Karmen L.; Riesco, Julieta; Spiff, Inodu; Watson, Kimberly A.; Wright, Valarie ∕ CITY-WIDE  
Ahmad, Huma A.; Boyle, �erese M.; Eysenbach, Beth A.; Ford-Kendrick, Onna L.; Gruodis, Paul J.; Gunn, Sharon; Heath, Howard L.; Lamme, 
William R.; Nevels, Leigh M.; O’Connell, Jennifer L.; Ong, Jantra; Penn, Emily M.; Schechtman, Judith B.; Schmidt, George N.; Schwartz, Jennifer 
K.; Silver, Jack; Socoloff, Miriam A.; �ompson, �eodore; Wildi, Brad A.

IN CLOSING
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IN CLOSINGIn memory of...

 January 16 Phyllis Margaret Henry, Clemente HS

 January 27 Myrtis B. Robinson, Avalon Park

 February 19 Sylvia Levin, Mather HS

 February 20 Eddie L. Washington, Corliss HS

 March 8 Thomas L. Lyons, Fenger Acad HS

 March 20 Angela R. Sander, Steinmetz A C

 March 21 Francine Grenlie, Attucks

 March 25 Dale Barber, Pope

 March 25 Janet B. Johnson, Herzl

 March 26 Theresa Rubinson, Funston

 March 26 Vinita Roman Scott, Burr

 March 26 Joanne Williams, Ross

 March 27 Patricia E. Domine, Bogan HS

 March 27 Paul Goldstein, Goudy

 March 27 Eugenie Mirelowitz, Carnegie

 March 28 Ann B. Boldenweck, Dusable HS

 March 28 Olga Mikita, Lyon

 March 29 Marguerite Mcguire, Mcclellan

 March 31 Dorothy Beckstrom, Pullman

 March 31 Joseph R. Franzak, Farragut HS

 March 31 Virginia Lee Vaske, Murry

 April 1 Ruth H. Brueggeman, Mt Vernon

 April 1 Anne E. Costos, Sub

 April 1 Bruno Juodelis, Jones HS

 April 2 Vivian Kle, Washington HS

 April 3 Mable L. Parker, Bunche

 April 3 Betty J. Scheunemann, Jackson

 April 4 Minnie L. Robinson, Carver Military

 April 5 Kathryn Louise Allen, Curie HS

 April 6 Adeline Z. Brotsos, Dever

 April 6 Roosevelt D. Burnett, Chicago Voc HS

 April 6 Dena Jaffe, Senn HS

 April 6 John Thomas Mcclain, Harlan Comm Acad

 April 6 Emery L. Stewart, Earle

 April 6 Sara Dix, Cook

 April 7 Aldona Katos, Eberhart

 April 7 Margarette G. Stoiljkovic, Young Magnet HS

 April 7 Eva E. West, Sherwood

 April 8 Geraldine B. Byrd, Carver Middle

 April 8 Nancy Hershenhouse, Ravenswood

 April 8 Annie L. Steward, Anderson

 April 8 Youree T. Watson, Dvorak

 April 11 June L. Bielanski, Dawes

 April 11 Mary F. Brooke, Depriest

 April 11 Gloria A. Elliott, Perez

 April 14 Shirley L. Fogg, Hoyne

 April 14 Antoinette Nocek, Lane Tech HS

 April 15 Genevieve Lober, Clay

 April 15 Marion R. Shortino, Amundsen HS

 April 17 Alice K. Wallingford, Henson

 April 18 Consuelo F. Samaryk, Agassiz

 April 18 Mollie W. Simon, Howland

 April 18 Judy E. Ginsburg, Sullivan HS

 April 18 Sandra Sophie Waldo, Hawthorne Acad

 April 19 Frank L. Blair, Alex Haley Acad

 April 19 Elaine Corvine, Goudy

 April 19 Georgie M. Dowdell, Pierce

 April 19 Mary L. Kennedy, Coles

 April 19 Richard Ramis, Jones HS

 April 21 Geneviev Nadherny, Lane Tech HS

 April 22 Sylvia Gerlach, Steinmetz A C

 April 23 Elaine Lederer, Reinberg

 April 23 Emily Mcintosh, Truth Cpc

 April 23 Howard J. Vihon, Douglass

 April 23 Leroy Glen Johnson, Sub

 April 24 Richard R. Brown, Collins HS

 April 24 Laverne M. Damlos, Gray

 April 24 Zenobia T. Johnson, Piccolo

 April 24 Robert J. Richardson, Lincoln Park HS

 April 24 Thomas F. Valentino, Young HS

 April 24 Sharon A. Townsend, Wadsworth

 April 25 Frank Richard Bjork, Gunsaulus Academy

 April 25 Janice Elaine Hawkins, Overton

 April 26 Donald C. Rieck, Collins HS

 April 27 Regis B. Duggan, Clemente HS

 April 28 Maxine Portis, Hayt

 April 28 Arlene Y. Skeeles, Ray

 April 28 Roberta S. Downs, Frazier

 April 29 Marian F. Merkel, King Elem

 April 29 Barbara N. Walker, Key

 April 30 Alvin Lubov, Peirce

 May 1 Jean Robinson, Crane Tech HS

 May 2 Mercedes R. Enciso, Central

 May 2 Patricia Weisberg, Ruggles

 May 2 James Williams, Harper HS

 May 4 Marianne Marsailes, Cook

 May 5 Isabelle Hennessy, Lakeview HS

 May 6 Alonzo D. Hayes, Brennemann

 May 7 Helen Jane Brennan, Mann

 May 8 Esther M. Brown, Dodge

 May 8 Richard G. Lieberman, Taft HS

 May 8 James D. Luzzo, Morgan Park HS

 May 9 Pearl M. Bruining, Shedd

 May 9 Milton E. Walp, Lowell

 May 10 Donna M. Cage, Hyde Park HS

 May 10 Mimi R. Perez, Gary

 May 12 John H. Lemond, Mcpherson

 May 13 Stanley Kaminski, Cooper

 May 14 Fred A. Holloway, Herzl

 May 15 Avery H. Coleman, Altgeld

 May 15 Forrestine Sheikh, Calumet

 May 16 Willie P. Rucker, Mason

 May 17 Rosemary Chase, Cameron

 May 17 Beverly L. Daniels, Mann

 May 17 Reoma J. Saffold, Herzl

 May 18 Mary E. Edwards, Marsh

 May 18 Odessa Foster, Lathrop

 May 19 Helen Novacek, Clemente HS

 May 20 Frank Gusman, Sub

 May 20 Estelle Setzer, Lindblom HS

 May 20 Shirlee Strasburg, O’Keeffe

 May 20 Timothy F. Sullivan, Carver Military

 May 23 Helen E. Manos, Goudy

 May 24 Donald K. Johnston, Marshall HS

 May 24 Marion C. Pieritz, Young

 May 27 Robert Tart, Stockton

  2015

Lists of deceased members of the Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) are provided to the Chicago Union Teacher by the offi  ce of the Chicago Teachers Pension Fund (CTPF) and 
are printed as received. If you notice an error or omission, please fi rst contact the CTPF at 312.641.4464 or via email at memberservices@ctpf.org to report the information. 

Please contact the CTU Financial Dept. as well by phoning 312.329.9100. Both the CTPF and CTU disburse death benefi ts to a member’s designated benefi ciaries.



SEE  
TEACHING  
DIFFERENTLY

Everyone turns to teachers—for knowledge, encouragement and 
leadership. But where can teachers turn—for deeper expertise, 
specialized skills and career advancement? DePaul’s College of 
Education offers full-time, part-time and online programs that will give 
you the leadership tools, educational models and multicultural insights 
you need to succeed in a variety of professional settings.

There is still plenty of time to apply and receive full consideration 
for admission to our master’s, doctoral, licensure, and endorsement  
programs for this September.

 

Learn more at depaul.edu/teachers.

SEE  
TEACHING
DIFFERENTLY
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